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(. 1 .  Hodality  as  a  language  funetion 
From  a  linguistie  point of  view,  modality  is  a  semantie  eategory 
servi~g the  expression  of  nations  such  as  possibility,  necessity, 
obligation,  permission,  intention,  e t e .  The  most  important  formal 
deviees  whieh  languages  have  at their disposal  for  expressing 
modality  are  the  lexieal category  of modal  verbs  (e.g.  may,  ean, 
must,  'Nili) 1  and  the  infleeti.onal  eategory  of  mood  (imperative, 
subjunetive,  optative,  eonditional. ete . ) .  In  the  present chapter, 
we  shall limit ourselves  to  the  eonsideration of these  t wo  modal 
eategories f<ir  the  following  reasons :  l10dal  verbs  and  mood  are 
the  modal  categories most  systematically studied  in linguistics 
and  they  are,  except  for  intonation in the  very  early  stages of 
language  aequisi  tion,  the only  ones  to  pla.y  a  significant role 
in early ehild  language.  Other  lexieal  categories  expressing 
modality  such  as  adjectives  (e. g .  possible,  likell'  eertain) __ 
adverbs  (e.g.  possibly,  perhaps,  maybe),  nouns  (e.g.  ~ssibility, 
likelihood),  derivational affixes  (e . g.  -able in  eontro~~able . 
governable») and  verbs  taking  sentential eomplements  (e.g.  believe, 
doubt)  are  almost eompletely missing  from  early ehild language, 
due  to  the  eognitive and/or  syntactie eomplexity of constructions 
containing  such  i ·tems. 
In  a  funetional  approach,  language  1s eonsidered  as  serving 
certain purposes  or  fU.nctions .  Exampl es  Ifhich  conte  immediately 
to  mind  are  communi ca'ci  ve  function.s  SliCh  as  making  sta-tement.s , 
asking  questions,  or  making  requests.  Languages  offer  formal 
devi ces  serv i ng  such  funct.i.ons,  in  t he  case  of  our  2xarnpl e s 
declarative,  i nterrogatj.ve,  and  imperative  sentence  types  (al s o - 2  -
callc=d  sentence  moods)  ~  The  relat ionshi p  between  such  toutE!.r\ 
funct ions  of  l anguage  a~d linguistic  f o rms  or  constructions  1s , 
of  course  I  by  no  mear.s  a  simpl e  one.  In  order  to  be  ahle  'to  s erve 
t,hei r  main  outer  functions,  i  A  e' ~  the  epistemic  or  knowledge.- gai ni n9 
f unction  and  the  social  o r  interper sonal  fu n c~ ion,  l anguages  have 
to  possess  basic  ' i nner'  functions  inherent  to  the  Ilnguistic 
syst em  itself such  as  t he  referent i al,  t he  predieative,  and  the 
modalizing  funeti.on  (Seiler  1978,  'Staehowiak  1981). 
The  modalizing  f unction  enables  the  speaker  to either  qualify 
the  propositions  expressed  by  his  sentences with  r espeet  to  their 
validity,  truth,  or  fac0.aliy  (Flämi g  1970:400,  Lyons  1977:797ff, 
GrundzÜge  1981:521)  or  to  indicat e . obligation  and  permission 
'of  aets  performed  by  moral.ly  r esponsible  agents'  (Lyons  1977 : 823) 
with referenee  t o  norms.  Thes",  types  of  modality  have  been  called 
epistemic  and  deontic,  r espectively.  W hi le  statements  of  f act 
l i ke  (1)  ean  be  considered  as  (epistemically)  nonmodal  (Lyons 
1977 :797),  the  speaker  uttering  (2)  does  not categorieally assert 
t he  proposition expressedby t his sentenee  but  puts  i t  fon,ard 
as  being  mere ly  a  possibility. 
(1)  J ohn  has  l ef t. 
(2)  John  may  have  left. 
Sentences  (1 )  and  (2)  may  be·.paraphrased asIsay  that it i5  the 
ease  that J ohn  has  l eft  and  I  think  that it i5  the  ease  that John 
has  lef t  (or  Possi bl yjPerhaps  John  ha5  left) ,  r espeetively.  In 
modal  l ogic,  sentences  like  (2)  are  not  interpreted as  expressing 
t he  speaker' s  opinion,  bu t . ~ athar in  terms  of  the  not ion  of 
objeetive  possi bility  bearing  on  the  truth of  t he  proposition. 
In  the ordinary  use  of  l anguage,  however,  and  t herefore .also  in 
" 
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the  semantics  of modality,  it is  the  subjective epistemic 
interpretation given  above  that  is much  more  important. 2 
Whereas  sentences  like  (2)  only  admit  an  epistemic 
interpretation,  (3)  can  be  understood  epistemically  (I  think  that 
John will  leave)  or deontically  (John  is  allowed  to  leave) . 
(3)  John  may  leave. 
The  epistemic  or  the deontic  interpretation of modalized 
express  ions  depends  on  a  nurnber  of  factors  such  as  the  tense of 
the modalized  verb  a s  well  as  that of  the  modal  verb itself, the 
subject of the  sentence  (animacy),  verbal  agreement  (cf  Newton 
1979),  extrasentential context,  and  the kind  of  speech  act 
performed  (cf PÜttier  1976,  Johnson-Laird  1978,  Roulet  1980) 
The  fact  that the  formal  devices  l anguages  offer for 
implementing  the modalizing  function  typically serve  to  express 
epistemic  as  well  as  deontic meanings  cannot  be coincidental  . 
. First of all,  the notions  of obligation and  permission  are 
reinterpretable  in  terms  of  the  notions of  necessity and 
possibility:  obligation = necessity  to  act,  permission = 
possibilit y  t o  act.  While  in epistemic  modality these  notions 
r efer  to  the  knowledge  of  states of affairs  (being),  in deontic 
modality  they  refer  to  actions  (doing)  (Greimas  1976 ,  Parist  & 
Antinucci  1976,  Roulet  1980).  The  two  modal  degrees  of  necessity 
and  possibility are  not  of  equal  importance  in  t he  two  types  of 
modali ty,  however.  Since  one  could  argue quite  plausibly that 
the  origin of deontic modality  is  to  be  sought  in the  desiderative 
and  instrumental  functions  of  language  (see  below),  it should  not 
be  surprising  for  deontic modality  to  be  necessity-based rather 
than  possibili ty-based ,  with  the  convers e  being  true  f or  epistemic - 4  -
modality  (Lyons  1977:801ff). 
There  are  two  more  notions  >ihich  are  commonly  expressed  by 
the  modal  device s  of  langu'ages  and  whieh  thus  have  to  be  included 
in  a  treatment of modal  semantics.  These  are ability anel  volition.  ,., 
Although  they are, relataQle  to  both deontic  and  epistemic rnodality, 
in  some  studies  on  modal  logie  (von  Wright ,1963),  modal  semantics 
(Palmer  1979),  and modality  in  language, aequisition  (Pea  et al. 
1982),  they are treated as  a  separate  type of modality,  dynamic 
modality.  As  both ability and  volition are basically coneerned 
with eonditions  for  action,  however,  it seems  preferable  to  treat 
, 
\:hem  a,s  deontically modal  (cf  also S:hepherd  1981) .  Volition can 
then  be  considered  as  expressing deontic  necessity  as  does 
obligation,  but whereas  in obligation the  source  of modality  may 
be  some  authority  external  to the  sUbject,  in volition it is 
the  subject itself.  Greimas  (1976)  considers  both obligation  and 
volition as  'efficient modalities'.  Ability expresses deontic 
possibility and  differs  from  permission  in that  there is no 
external  source of  authority.  The  deontic modality of ability 
qualifies the  subject  (Greimas  ib.). 
Defined  as  a  general  inner-linguistic  function,  modality 
pervades  language'  and  there  can  thus  be  no  strictly nonmodal 
predicativeexpressions.  We  shall,  however,  in what  follows, 
'keep to grammatical  tradition  and  exclude  declarative  and 
interrogative  sentences  in the indicative mood  from  consideration. 
Although  a  thorough  study  of  the  development of modal  negation 
should  prove  most  rewarding  (cf  Lyons  1977:777),  we  must  renounce 
such  an  attempt out of  space  limits.  In  this chapter  we  shall  be 
•  concerned  wi th  the  formal  linguistic deviceS  emp'loyed  by  the 
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child  for  expressing  modality in various  languages  and  the 
functions  these  serve,  i .e.  how  they  are  used.  Only  by  the 
conjoint  study  of  form  and  function  can  one  hope  to arrive  at  a 
f air understanding  of  how  the  modalizing  function  develops  in 
the  on  togenes is of  language  (cf  also  Fleteher  1975,  1979). 
Language  i s  acquired  in social interacti on  and ,  according  to 
a  wide-spread  view,  its communicative  f unction  should  be  considered 
as  biologically more  fundamental  than its epistemic  function 
(Furth  1976) .  If 'language  is acquired as  an  instrument  for 
regulating  joint  activity and  joint attention '  (Bruner  1975 : 2) 
the  interplay between  illocutiönary  function  and  grammatical 
structure  i s  crucial  for  language  acquisition  (Bruner  i~ .,  Dore 
1975,  Hörmann  1976:269).  Although  the relation between  sentence 
meaning  and  utterance  meaning  (illocutionar y  force)  is qui. te 
intricate  (cf  Lyons  1977  and  Bierwisch  1980),  declarative , 
irlterrogative,  and  imperative  sentences  characteristically serve 
to  make  statements,  ask  questions ,  and  give  commands ,  respectively. 
More  generally,  it i s  the  gra~~atical categories of  languages 
fulfilling  the modalizing  f'unction  that  play  the mo"t  i mportant 
role  in determining  the  communicative  sense  of  utterances  and 
hence  in  carrying  out  the  interpersonal  or  social  function  of 
language. 
The  probably  uni versal  speech  act  t ypes  of  represent atives, 
directives ,  and  erotetics  all  develop early  in  child language . 
As  we  shall  primarily  be  concerned  with  t he  development  of  t he 
inner-lingui stic modalizi ng  funct i o n  and  not  with the  development 
of  pragmatic  functions,  t hese  br oad  categories  will suffice  for - 6  -
the present study.3  Besides  categorical and  modalized  assertions, 
the category of  representative speech acts  i ncludes  other 
modalized utterances  s uch  as  predictions,  intentions,  and  wi shes. 
What  these  speech acts  have  in  co~~on is  a  primary descriptive 
function  as  opposed  to directives  (requests  for action)  and 
erotetics  (requests  for  information),  which  primarily serve  an 
.  1  ~  . '  4  1nstrumenta  ~unct10n.  Modalized  utterances  occur  in all three 
of  these  illocutionary types  in adult as  weIl  as  in child  speech. 
In  early child speech  (deontically)  modalized  utterances 
predominate  in comparison  to  nonmodalized  ones,  at least insofar 
as  utterances  containing  a  verb  form  are  concerned.  Thus , 
Guillaume  (1927(1973:540))  states that  75  per  cent of  the 
utterances  of  a  French  learning child between  1;5  and  1;10 
containing  a  verb  were  imperative in meaning.  At  2;0  the 'rat,io 
of  imperative 'to  indicative  function  was  ten  to  one  in  the case 
of  a  child learning English  (Hills  19;4:92,  cited by  Leopold  (1949 
(111):96  fn  38).  Stephany  (in prep. )  found  that  the modalized 
utterances  of  t hree  children acquiring  Modern  Greek still 
constituted nearly  50  per  cent of all utterance  tokens  containing 
a  verb at a  mean  age  of  2;4  (see  also §3.  below). 
In  a  communicative  context,  deontically modalized utterances 
most  immediately  serve  the various  in'teractional needs  of  the 
communicative  partners .  They  therefore 
occupy  an  important  pI  ace  in adults'  child-directed speech  as 
weIl.  The  use  of  this utterance  type  is  furthered  by  the 
complementary  socia l  roles  of  the  mother  as  carer  and  the child 
as  being  cared  for.  In ,virtue  of  her  social superiority and 
• 
guidi ng  function
J  the  mother  wi 11 direct the child  to  act  in - 7  -
certain ways,  grant permission or set restraints.  The  child will 
use  language  instrumentally  in order  to satisfy his  needs  and 
desires,  but  he  may  also announce  his  intentions in implicit 
recognition of  his social  dependency  on  the mother's authority. 
As  outlined by  Lyons  (1977:826),  'the origin of deontic 
modality  ... is to be  sought  in  the  desiderative and  instrumental 
function  of  language:  that is  to  say,  in  the use  oflanguage,  on 
the one  hand,  to express or indicate wants  and desires  and,  on 
the other,  to get  things  done  by  imposing  one's will  on  other 
agents.'  These  two  functions  are  'associated with  language  from 
the  very earliest stage of its development  in  the  child'  and  they 
are  closely  connected:  'It is  a  small  step from  a  desiderative 
utterance meaning  "I want  the  book"  to  an  instrumental  utterance 
meaning  "Give  me  the  book";  and  parents will  conunonly  interpret 
the child's early desiderative  utterances  as  mands,  thereby 
reinforcing,  if not actually creating,  the child's developing 
awareness  that he  can  use ·language  in order  to  get others  to 
satisfy his  wants  and desires '  (cf also Bates  1976: 52) . 
2.  First steps  into modality 
Two  types  of communicative  bebaviour  especially relevant for 
language acquisition have  been reported to develop during the 
prelinguistic stage:  requesti  ve  (' imperative')  and  indicati  ve 
('declarative')  acts.  These  are  differentiated through  the media 
of  gesture  (reaching  and  pointing)  and  sound  (segmental as well 
as  prosodic)  (CI  Halliday  1975,  Bates  1971),  and Carter  "979). 
The  first type  is an  example of  instrumental behaviour with ~ 
purpose  of  obtaining objects or  services, while the second  .S~Yes - 8  -
the social  function  of  establishing  joint attention  and  may 
therefore  be  interpreted as aprecursor  to  the descriptive 
function  of  language.  Bates  (1976:73ff)  traces  the  gradual 
development  from  sensorimotor  'performative'  schemata  to  true 
speech  in  two  Italian children,  pointingout  that  speechlike 
vocalizations  such  as  ~~ 'give'  and  tiene  'take '  emerging at 
approximately  1;1,15 are,  at this stage,  not yet  fully  r eferential 
and  can  therefore  not  be  considered  a s  I<ords,  i .e.  as  linguistic 
symbols  (let  alone  imperative verb  forms).  Such  wordlike  forms 
'are at' first no  more  thah an  integrative part of  the gestural 
communicative  acts  in which  ,they  occur.  Once  the  stage of  true 
speechhas  been  reached,  gesture  and  prosody  combine  with  word 
meaning  to  i ndicate  the  function  of  the child's one-word 
utterances. 
Modalized  utterances occurring  in  the  one-word  stage  serve 
an  instrumental,  directive  function.  Wlshes  and  commands  can 
often  not  be  told  apart as  inflection has  not yet  emerged  and 
utterances  are limited  to  one  word  at  a  time.  The  child encodes 
either  the  goal  of his  des ire  or  the means  leading  to  a  desired 
State.  In  the first  cas~ he  may  name  the desired object  (e.g. 
syrup  uttered  by  Nigel  between  1;4,15  and  1;6  and  paraphrasable 
as  'I want  my  syrup';  cf  Halliday  1975:250)  or  the  action  he 
wants  to  perform  (e.g.  Hilde's  laufen!  'walk'  uttered at  1;10 
'in ademanding  way  when  she  wants  to  leave  her chair'  (Stern  & 
Stern  1928:37)  or Nigel's  hole  when  he wanted  'to ,(go  out  for  a 
walk  and)  put things  i'n  holes'  (Halliday  i b.». In  the  second 
case,  the  child will  utter verbs  or particles representing actions 
(e.g.  English  ~! or  Ger man  auf!) .  Several authors  not e  that  in 
-.  -- ".'- .-
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the preinfl ecti onal  stage  the  child  already  has  a  vari et y  of 
linguisti c  devices  f or  expressing deontically modalized uttcrances 
5  at his disposal,  most of  which  do  not  involve  a  verb  form  at all . 
Depending  on  the  language  he  is acquiring,  the child's first 
verbal  f orms  are most  often  bas~d either  on  adult  imperative 
forms  (Bulgarian,  Russian,  Finnish,  Turkish,  Hebrew)  or  on 
6  infinitives  (English,  German,  Dutch,  French,  Portuguese).  Dates 
(1976:259)  fo~nd that the inflectionally unmarked  first verb  forms 
usedby  two  children acquiring Italian were  usually based  on  the 
third person singular of  the  indi cative.  Very  soon,  however,  these 
forms  also  acquired  a  modal  function  in  interrogative  r ~qu e sts 
(e.g.  ape?  3.SG.IND  'open') .  While  two  Finnish children  studied 
by  Bowerman  (1973)  first mainly  or exclusively used  the  third 
person  singular  indicative,  Toivainen  (1980),  in  a  longitudinal 
study  of  the  development of  inflection  in  25  Finnish children 
covering  an  age  r ange  from  1;1  t o  4;4,  found  the morphologically 
unmarked singular  i mperative  verb  form  to  'regularly  constitute 
Tbe  first app.earance  of  the  respecti  ve  verb'  up  to  2; 1  (p. 34) . 
Büth . Toi vainen  (1980: 32)  a nd  BOIverman  (1973 : 154)  note,  however , 
tha1: Finnisb  . c.lli ldren  also  use  declarati  ve  sentences  for 
dir€ctlYES at a  very early stage  (e.g.  äit~ hakkee  ' Mummy  fetches 
(it) ' ). 
In langllil.'iJBS  in which  modal  verbs  r ather  than  synthetic  verb 
forms  predaminat e  for  expressing  modality,  early  infinitivelike 
Iorms  used t .o  convey  deontic  meanings  are  based  on adult 
construc:tiun.sc=:sisting ·of  a  modal  auxiliary. and  a  main  verb 
.in .t.he infinitive.  This  t ype  of  construction  i s  extremely  frequent 
i n  child-directed  speech  in  German  (St ern  . &  Stern · 1928 ,  Leopol d - 10  -
1949)  as  ,Jell as  in English  (Wells  1979)  and  French  (Guillaume 
1927,  Gregoire  1947) .  Thus,  at  1;10  Hilde uttered  genl  (=  geben 
[ge;blj\])  'give'  'demandingly  when  she  wanted  to get something' 
(Stern  & Stern  1928;37)  and  Charles  at 2;0  said  leve r  'lift' 
when  he  wanted  to  be  picked  up  (Gregoire  1947:205) .  For  both 
French  and  German  the  imperative verb  form  has  been  reported  to 
emerge  early  and  to be  sometimes  used  interchangeably with  the 
infinitive in directives aso in Hilde's  ber  (=  gib her  'hand .over') 
said at  1;9,15  'on seeing  something desirable  in our  hands' 
(Stern  & Stern  1928:38).  Imperative  forms  also occur  as  devices 
for  attracting attention.  At  1;8,15  Hilde  used  both  the  imperative 
-based  sIma ' (=  sieh mal  'just look')  and  the  indicative-based 
51te  (=  siehst du?  'you  see?')  with  apparently  equal function  in 
utterances  used  to  draw  the  adult's attention to  something  (Stern 
& Stern ib.). These  were  often being  accompanied  by  a  pointing 
gesture.  Leop61d  notes  that dGring  the  one-word  stage  Hildegard 
used  verb  forms  not  only  in directives  but  also  in  'announcing  an 
action which  she  was  about to perform herself'  (p.12).  It must 
be  noted  that  in French  infinitive  and  polite  imperative  (2.PL) 
are  homophonous  in  -er  verbs  and  could  therefore often not  be 
distinguished  in the  speech  of  Charles ,  who  was  usually addressed 
in  the  second  person  plural.  In  the  speech of  his  younger  brother 
Edmond,  who  was  more  often addressed  in  the  second  person  singular 
(especially  by  his  brother  Charles),  singular  imperativeforms 
were  more  frequent.  Early  imperative-based  forms  are Charles' 
donne  ' give'  and  Edmond's  t e  mamä.  ' (=  :tiens,  maman)  'take,  r~urnrny ' 
(on  handing  an  object  to  hi s  mother) ,  both utte r ed  at 1; 8 
(Gregoire  1947: i 65) . 
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While  in the  preinflectional stage utterances  serving  a 
descriptive  function are  not  consistently  distingui~hed from 
those  serving an  instrumental  function,7  verb  forms  split into 
modal  and  nonmodal  ones  when  children enter  the  inflectional 
stage,  usually  during  the  second  half or  the  last quarter of  the 
second  year  or  even later,  depending  on  sUbjective.  variationand 
on  the type  of  language  acquired.  The  differentiation between 
modal  and  nonmodal  verb  forms  has  in many ·languages  been  reported 
to  precede that of  nonmodal  ones  into present and  past  (at first 
expressing  aspect rather  than  tense;  cf  the preceding  chapter).8 
The  Finnish children studied  by  Toivainen  (1980)  began to 
differentiate between  the  imperative  and  indicative verb  forms 
from  a  median  age  of  1; 10  onwards,  wi th the use of ·the  past tense 
following  at  a  median  age  of  1;11.  One  of  two  Italian children 
used  the first and  third person  singular exclusively  to describe 
activities and  the second  person  to  make  commands  in  the early 
inflectional stage  (Bates  1976:264).  It must  be  noted,  however, 
that in standard Italian the  endings  of  the  imperative  and  the 
second  person are  identical in  the  singular in -ire and  -ere 
verbs  (both  -~),  which  occur  much  more  frequently  than  -~  verbs, 
where  the  two  forms  are distinct  (IMP  -~,  2.SG.IND  -~).  Hilde 
used  imperative  forms  (as  weIl  as  infinitives)  for  the 
instrumental  function  and  indicative  present  forms  for  the 
descriptive function  be fore  past  for~s  (past  participles)  emerged 
(Stern  & Stern  1928: 251).  An  interesting  'minimal pair'  of  a 
modal  and  a  nonmodal  form  oc.curred  at  2; 0  when  Hilde  requested 
fasche  tinken  (=  Flasche  trinken)  'bottle  to.drink'  and  stated 
fasche  tunken  (=  Flasche  getrunken)  'bottle drunk'  after emptying - 12  -
the bottle  (Stern  & Stern  1928:46).  The  authors  note  a 
differentiation of  the  two  modal  forms  at Hilde's disposal  around  , < 
2;0:  While  the  imperative  was  used  for  especially  strong volitional 
utterances  (e.g. ~  doch  'do eat',  komm  'come',  p.251),  wishes 
were  expressed  by  infinitives often accompanied  by  an  object 
nOun  (e.g.  lade  essen  (=  Schokolade  essen)  'eat chocolate' ,  p.45) 
In  French  as  weIl,  the  indicative present is  the first  nonrnodal 
category  to  be  contras ted with  the  imperative  and  modally  used 
infinitive during  the  last months  of  the  second  and  the  beginning 
of  the  third year.  The  past again develops  later  than  the  present. 
(Gregoire  1947:113ff).  In  Russia~ Zhenya  morphologically  contrasted 
the  imperative with  the infinitive,  present,  and  past verb  forms 
between  1;11  and  2;0  (cf  references  indicated  in  fn  6  above).  In 
Hungaria~ the  imperative,  past,  first person  indefinite,  and 
infinitive are  the first group  of  verbal  inflections to develop 
(MacWhinney  1976:404).  In  Latvian~ indicative  and  imperative  verb 
forms  emerge  nearly  simultaneously at 1;9  (Rü~e-Dravi~a 1959). 
Varma  (1979)  notes  a  rapid development  of  Hindi  verbal  endings 
in  a  child  studied  longitudinally  from  1;4  to  1;10  (MLU1.05  to 
1.88)  with  three  verb  forms  expressing  the  imperativemood  in 
the adult  language  emerging  sequentially:  verb root only  (khol! 
' open')  at MLU  1.05,  imperative ending  -0  (kholo!)  at  MLU  1.1, 
and  infinitive  ending  - na  (kholna!)  at MLU  1.76 .  The  child  showed 
little grasp of  the differences  in  the  usage  of  these  forms, 
however,  which  involve degrees  of  familiarity  and  social distance. 
In  the child's stage  I  speech,  Varma  notes  'well-established 
morphemes  to  express  the  imperative ,  the  present  progressive 
and  the  past,  and  a  good  beg·inning  for  the  future'  (p.167). -13  -
The  future  tense is reported  to develop later  than  the present 
and  past in many  languages. 9  In Latvian,  however,  present  and 
future  are  the first tenses  to  be  formally  differentiated 
(Rü~e-Dravi~a 1959) . 10  But  future  forms  in Latvian  are  used  by 
the  child to  express  immediate intentions· and  desire and  sometimes 
even  have  imperative  intent.  In  some  languages  such deontically 
modal  meanings  are  expressed  by  the  optative or  the subjunctive 
mood.  In Turkish child language, the  optative develops  prior  to 
the  future  inflection  (Aksu  1978:51)  and  in  Grees the  future  tense 
only  gradually develops  from  the  subjunctive  mood  (cf  §  3 .  below) 
In  English,  German,  and  French,  children first use  infinitives 
and  later  on  periphrastic verbal  express  ions  containing modal  or 
aspectual verbs  to refer  to  the  immediate  future.  Although  in both 
English  and  German  the  future  is  expressed  periphrastically, 
children at first prefer more  strongly aspectual or modal 
auxiliaries ,  .9:.0:ng  to and will,  but notshall,  in English(cf 
§7.4  below)  and  wollen,  but  not  werden,  in  German  (see  below) . 
The  late development  of  the  French  synthetic  future  forms  is in 
part also due  to  the  fact thatin the  colloquial  language 
r eference to the  future  is  frequently  expressed  by  periphrastic 
verb  forms  consisting of  a  finite  form  of aller  'go'  and  the 
infinitive of  the  main  verb.  These  forms  are reported  in  Charles' 
speech  from2;3,24  onwards  (e. g.  i(l)  va  venir  'he  i3  going  to 
come ')  while  the  synthetic  future  forms  emerge  only after  2;6  in 
Charles'  ca  se  (e.g.  g(r)ond(er)a ~  'Daddy  will grumble')  and 
at  the  beginning of  the  fourth  year  in Edmond's  (Gr~golre  1947: 
117ff).  Decroly  & Degand  (1913)  note  reference  to  the  immediate 
future  by  alleE accompanied  by  an  infinitive  in  a  boy  from  2;6 - 14  -
on,  but synthetic  future  f orms  of  the  auxiliary avoir  'have '  only 
at 3;0 and  of main  verbs  at  4;8  (the  latter  appearing  together 
with  the  interrogative pronoun  quand  'when' ) .  Jacobson  (1981) 
found  the  periphrastic future  (ir  ~ plus  infinitive)  occasionally 
used  by  a  child  learning  Peruan  Spanish  from  2;5  to  2;6  and 
productively  at  2;7.  Synthetic  future  forms  are rare  even  in  the 
speech  of eleven-year-olds  in  Spanish  (Gili  y  Gaya  1972).  What 
these  findings  ru~ount to is that  temporal ·reference  to  the  future 
develops  l ater than  temporal  reference  to  the  past,  while 
intrinsically future-oriented modal  (and  aspectual)  expressions 
appear  very  early  (cf  also  §3.  below). 
In  many  languages  a  verb with  the  desiderative  meaning  'want' 
appears  qui te early.· Both  Hilde  and  Günther  used  will  'want'  and 
will nich(t)  'don't want'  as  their first modal  verb  f orms  be fore 
the  end  of  the  second  year  (Stern  & Stern  1928).  An  early 
utterance  containing  vouloir  in Edmond's  speech at  2; 2,15  is 
~  va:  otif  (~  (~) ~  voir  (la)  locomotive)  'I.want  tO.see 
(the)  engine '  (Grigoire  1947:145).  His  eIder  brother Charles 
would  rather .use  the  impersonal il faut  'must'  construction 
expressing obligation  in  such  cases  because of its frequent  use 
by  his father  (Grigoire  1947:141;  see  below).  Smoczynska  (1981) 
note·s  the ear  ly  combination  of  chce  'want '  wi th object nouns  in 
Polish.  She  cites  examples  of  chce  accompanied  by  an  infinitive 
and  an  object  noun  from  as  early  a s  1;6  (jablko  chce  jes c  'apple 
want  to.eat' ).  From  2;3  on  chce  is also  used  with  embedded 
zeby-clauses  having  their own  subject  (e. g .  M:  Co  !Y  chciales? 
'what  do  you  want? '  Jas:  Zeby  mamusia  szla do  kuchni  z  Jasiem. 
, - 17  -
first modal  verbs  to  appear  in  conjunction with ,a  main  verb  were 
veux  'I.want'  (Edmond)  and  venir  'corne '  (Charles) (e.g.  venez  (un) 
peu voi(r)  la  tete  'come.2. PL  (a)  little see  the  head'  at 2;3,21) 
One  of  the first occurrences  of  pouvoir  'can'  in Charles'  speech 
was  in combination with anonomatopoetic pseudoinfinitive at 
2;9,2  (~~ '  Eeux  pas  atchim  'I can't atischoo') .  Charles  used 
the  impersona l  il faut  'must',  sometimes  without  and  sometimes 
accompanied  by  an  infinitive,  e.g.  faut  pas  dans  l'  bain  'it.must 
not  into the bath'  when  he  did not want  to be  put into  the  bathtub 
at  2;3,6  and  faut  buver  du  visi, ~  (=  ~l faut boire de  la Vichy, 
~) 'it.must drink  of.the Vichy,  Daddy'  at 2;3,4  (Gregoire 
1947:14off) . 
As  in  German  and  French,  childre n  acquiring  Dutch  use 
infinitives  in modalized utterances  before  combining  them  with 
'modals  or  pseudomodals.  A  boy  younger  than  2;0 uttered the  request 
auto  hebben  'car  to.have'  and  asked  for  permission  by  tas rakken 
~?  cup  to.take  Daddy  'May  I  take  the  cup,  Daddy?'(Van  Langendonc' 
1978:8f).  Schaerlaekens  (1977:129)  cites  an  utterance  sequence . 
containing several  occurre~sof this  type  of  construction  from 
a  two-year-old girl wanting  to  get  a  cap  for  her doll: ~  hebben. 
Katelijn mut.  poP  muts  hebben .  Katelijn ~  muts  hebben.  'doll 
to.have .  Katelijn  cap.  doll  cap  tO.have.  Katelijn doll cap to.have 
Dutch  child-directed commands  frequently  use  an  infinitive without 
a  modal  (e.g.  niet drinken  ' not t o .drink').  The  earliest. 
pseudomodal  to be  used  in  conjunction with  infinitives is gaan 
'go'  expressing  the more  or  less  immediate future.  Van  Ginneken 
(1917,  cited,  by  Schaerlaekens  1977:1 59 )  notes  two  example s  from  a 
child  in his  second  year:  Cha  Keesje  chape.  (=  gaat Keesje  slapen) - 18  -
'goes  Keesje  to.sleep'  and  cha  Kees  moche  tem  mee.  (~gaat Keesje 
morgen  (met  de)  tram mee)  'goes  Keesje  tomorrow  (with  the)  tram 
alo~g'.  The  standard  Dutch  periphrastic  future with  zullen  'will' 
develops  l ater.  Schaerlaekens'  own  da ta confirm  the  observation 
that reference  to  the  immediate  future  made  by  gaan  constructions 
emerges  very  early,  sometimes  even  be fore  the  past tense  (cf  also 
Arlman-Rupp  1976:50ff) .  At  2;0) Gj.js  uttered Gijs ga  at niet de 
tong  verbranden .  'Gi.j s  goes  not  the'  tongue  to. burn'  and  Gij s  gaat 
dat in't nest  je  leggen.  'Gijs goes  that into.the  nest.DIM  to.put' 
(Schaerlaekens  1977:159).  The  semantically unspecific action 
verb doen  'do'  is frequently  to  be  found  in child-directed as 
well  as  in  child  speech  replacing more  specific verbs  and  allowing 
the  main  verb  to  occur  in its inflectionally neutral infinitive 
form.  Examples  are  slapekens  doen  byebyes.DIM  to.make  'go  byebyes' 
in  baby  talk  and  ikke  ook ~  doen  ( ~ ik wil  ook  helpen)  I  also 
help  to.do  'I also  want  t o  help'  from  a  child at 2;8  (Schaerlaekens 
1977:158) . 
Smoczynska  (1981)  cites  a  few  examples  containing modal  verbs 
from  two  Polish children,  e.g.  musi  Kasia i§sc  obiadek.  'must 
Kasia  tO.eat  lunch'  (Kasia  at  1; 9)  and  mozna  lyzeczka  pie  herbatk~~ 
'one.can with.spoon  tO.drink tea'. 
In  Finnis~ modalized  meanings  are  conveyed  by  modal  verbs  and 
by  the  imperative,  the  conditional,  and  the  potential mood,  as  weil 
as  by  a  construction  involving  the negative  form  of  the  auxiliary 
olla 'be'.  The  potential  mood  does  not occur  in Finnish child 
language  until the  fourth  year  and  is extremely  rare  even  then 
(Toivainen  1980:31).  Although  Toivainen  (1980:5)  notes  that the 
conditional  'expressing  hypothetical  action'  is  the  last of  the - 19  -
verbal affixes  to  appear at  2;10  in  the median  child,  on  browsing 
through  his rich  collection of  data  one  is  struck by  the  frequency 
of  the occurrence of  this mood  not only  in the  children's speech 
(there are  examples  from  2;2  on)  but  in child-directed  speech as 
weil.  The  conditional is used  with main  verbs  and  modal  verbs. 
Interrogative requests  of  the  type  'Would  you  go  and  fetch  the 
ball?'  'would  you  like  to  finish  your  soup?'  and  questions 
respecting the child's opinion  like  ' Where  would  this belong?' 
are  very  common  in Finnish child-directed  speech  (Leea Wallraf, 
1 1  pers.  com.).  The  conditional mood  and  modal  verbs are used  to 
convey  a  variety of  deontic modal  meanings  in Finnish child 
language during the  third year  such  as wish,  permission,  and 
obligation  (examples  ~ taken  from  Toivainen  1980) .12 
(4)  Niina  2;1 1  minä  nosta-isi- n. 
I  lift- COND- 1. SG 
'I would  (like to)  lift  (it) 
Marko  2;3  taitaa nämä  tulla. 
may.3.SG  they come.INF 
'They  may  (=  are  allowed  to)  come.' 
Teppo  2; 3  rninä  saa-n  nämä  kävellä. 
I  can-l.SG  these  go.INF 
'I can  (=  am  allowed  to)  wear  these  (shoes).' 
Kat ja 2;5  Katin  pi  tää  tällekin  vielä  laulaa. 
Katja.GEN  must  also.to.thi~.one still  sing.INF 
'Kat ja still has  to  sing  to  this one,  too.' 
2; 5  Katin  vauvalle  pitä-isi panna  yksi  peitto 
Katja.GEN  to.the .baby must-COND  put.INF  a  blanket 
päälle. 
onto 
'Kat  ja ought  to  put ablanket on  the  baby.' - 20  -
Inability and  noncompliance  are  expressed  by  a  construction 
consisting of  a  negative  form.of  the auxiliary  olla  'be'  and  a 
morphologically  unmarked  form  of the  main  verb  (examples  5) .. 13 
(5)  Kirsti  1; 8  en  näe. 
not.be. l.SG  see 
'I can't see  (it).' 
Ulla  2;5  en  rninä  osaa  aukaista. 
not.be.l.SG  I  be.able  open.INF 
'I can't  open  (it).' 
Riikka  1;11  en  laula ~ 
not.  be . 1.  SG  s ing 
'I'm not  singing/I  won't  sing.' 
Turkish  and  Modern  Greek  have  more  elaborate synthetic 
inflecti onal  means  for  expressing modality at their disposal  than 
languages  such  as  English,  German,  and  French.  Being  confined  to 
the morphologically  unmarked  imperative  form  in  the  preinflectionaJ 
stage,  the first forms  to  develop  in  the  inflectional stage  in 
Turkish are  the  present progressive  (-iyor)  and  the  perfectively 
used  past  (-di).  Soon  afterwards  the optative  (-sin)  appears.  In 
the early  inflectional  stag~ the Turkish  child  thus  pos ses  ses  two 
modal  inflectional categories,  the  imperativ.e  for  commands  and 
the  optative for  intentions,  and  two  nonmodal  Ones,  the  present 
to describe  processes  or actions  going  on  at  the  time  of  speech 
and  the  past  in -di  to  state completion  (Aksu  1978:49fj.  Aksu 
(workshop  notes,  Nijmegen  1981)  also observes  the  early  use  of 
the  aorist inflection  for  expressing  willingness  and  ability 
(e.g.  ben  de  bastlr-lr-lm I  also  push-AORIST-1 .SC  'I will/can 
push,  too'  from  a  child at  2; 2) .14 
.-- 21  -
The  modal  inflectional  categories  used  in  the  early  inflectional 
stage of  Greek  language  development  are  the  imperative  and  the 
subjunctive mood,  the  nonmodal  ones  are  the  (imperfective)  present 
and  the  perfective past  (aorist)  (see  below) 
As  the  development  of  the modalizing  function  can  only  be 
adequately appreciated if it is  studied  in  the context of  the 
verbal  grammar  of  the  language  acquired,  I  shall treat the  two 
languages  for  which  the  development  of modality  has  been quite 
extensively  studied  separately.  These  are Modern  Greek,  a  language 
with  a  particularly rich synthetic  verb  inflection,  and  English, 
a  language  tending  towards  the analytic morphological  type. 
3.  The  development  of modality  in Greek 
The  data  come  fromfive  monolingual,  middle  class children  (four 
girls  and  a  boy)  living  in Athens ,  Greece,  three of  which  were 
studied  longitudinally.  The  speech  of  the  children  and  their 
mothers  or caretakers  was  tape-recorded  in  the  children's natural 
surroundings during  activities  such  as playing,  eating,  and 
preparation  for  bed.  The  samples  were  collected during  three 
per iods  of one or two  weeks  each.  The  mean  age  of  the  children 
at the first session  of period  I  (4  subjects)  was  1;9,7,  of 
per  iod  11  (3  subjects)  2;3,12,  and  of  per  iod  111  (3  sUbjects) 
2; 9,2.  The  transcr  i.pts  of  each  child comprise  a  mean  number  of 
2,000  utterances  for  period  I  and  1,220  and  1,430  utterances  for 
per:iDds 11  and  111,  respectively.  Of  these,  only  interpretabl e 
utterances  containing  a  main  or  a  modal  verb  which  were  not 
immediate  imitations  of  adult utterances  were  included  in  a 
study  of  the  development  of  aspect,  tense,  and  modality  (Stephany 
,._._ .  ---~---.  -,--_ . _----_ ._~_  . .. ....•... _ .. _ - .. -----"._- ._--_.  __  ._ - -_  .. _--------- 22  -
in  prep.)  on  ~hich I  large ly  draw  in what  f ollows  (for per iod  I 
cf  also Stephany  1981).  The  mean  number  of  verb  form  tokens 
analyzed  for  each  child was  444  in period I,  550  in period  11, 
and  614  in  period  111. 
The  most  important  formal  devices  expressing  modality  in 
Modern  Greek  (henceforth  MG)  are  the subjunctive and  the  imperative 
mood  and  the modal  verbs  boro  'can,  may'  and  prepi  'must'.  The 
notions  of  capability,  permission,  obligation,and wish  may  also 
be  expressed  by  main  verbs  such  as ksero  'know,  be  able',  epitreoo 
'allow',  anangazo  'oblige',  eelo  'want',  of  which  only·the latter 
frequently occurs  in child  speech.  Often  permission  and  obligation 
are  expressed  indirectly by  statingsocial  norms  or habits  with 
the verb  in  the  third persön plural  of  the present indicative 
(e.g.  den  lene  'vre'  not  they. say  vre  (a  currently  used  vocative 
considered  impolite)  'One  doesn't say vre').  The  periphrastically 
formed  future  tense  (see  below)  has  a  strong  modal  character  in 
MG  and  also  serves  to  express  deontic  and  epistemi c  modality. 
Directives  expressed  in  the  subjunctive  mood  are  considered  as 
more  polite  than  commands  in the  imperative,  as  the  former  are 
interpretable as  advice  (Babiniotis  & Kondos  1967;181)  thus 
leaving  an  option  to  the  addressee  to  comply  to the directive or 
not.  In  negation  the  opposition  between  the  imperative  and  the 
J 
subjunctive mood  is neutralized  as  the  modal  negative particle 
rnin  only  combines  with  subjunctive  verb  forms  (e.g.  fije  HIP, 
na  fijis SUBJ  'go away',  mi  fijis  'don"t go  away'). 
The  categories of  verb  forms  expressing  rnood,  aspect,  and 
tense  in  Greek  ~hild language  are  represented  in table 1. 
Details  left aside,  the  imperative differs  from  the  indicative - 23  -
Table  1.  Verb  forms  expressing mood,  aspect,  and  t ense  in 
Greek  child  language 
mood  aspect 
imperfective  perfective 
indicative  imp.  stern  +  pres.  infl. 
imp.  stern  +  past infl.  a  perf.  stern  +  past infl. 
subjunctive  imp.  stern  +  pres.  infl.  perf.  stern  +  pres.  infl. 
imperative  c  imp.  stern  +  imper.infl.  perf.  stern  +  imper. inf  1. 
a  These  forms  occur  only  from  period  11  on. 
b 
b  Present  indicative  and  subjunctive  inflections coincide  in all 
but one  form in  MG  and  completely  so  both in  the  child  language 
transeripts  and  those  of  t.he  input  language. 
c  The  opposition  of  perfective and  imperfective aspect  is often 
neutralized in  the  imperative mood. - 24  -
and  subjunctive  by  a  set of  inflectional suffixes  depending  on 
the morphological  class of  the  verb  (e.g.  fij-~!  'leave',  krat -~! 
'hold'  vs.na fij-is  'that  you  leave' ,  na  krat-as  'that you 
hold'). 15  The  indicative differs  from  the  subjunctive  by  the 
absence  of  a  modal  particle  (e.g.  fevj-is  'you  leave'  vs  na 
fevj-is  IMPERF  'that you  leave').  The  two  moods  are  most  often 
also  di~tinguished either  by  the  stern  (na  flj-is ·PERF  'that 
you  leave')  or the inflectional  ending  (fly-~  PERF  'we  left' 
vs. na  fiy-ume  PERF  'let's leave'). 
MOdal  particles are  used  in  more  than  90  per  cent of  the 
obligatory contexts  by  only one  of  t he  three subjects  studied  in 
period  11  and  by  two  of  the three  subjects  studied  in period 111. 
Thus,  the present  tense  and  imperfective subjunctive will  sometimes 
·merge  in child  language  as  far  as  the  verb  forms  are concerned 
and  can only  be  told apart by  prosodic  features  (intonationcontour 
and  emphatic  or  nonemphatic  mode  of  speaking)  and  cont.ext. 
However,  the  perfective subjuncti  ve,  represent.ing  the  unmarked 
term of  the perfective/imperfective opposition. in dynamic  verbs 
and  distinguished  from  the  .indicative mood  by  the verb st.em, 
occurs  much  more  frequently  than  the  imperfective subjunctive  in 
the children's  speech  (as  weIl  as  in child-directed mothers' 
speech).  The  reason  f or  this  is  that subjunctive expressions are 
not  about  ongoing  occurrences  but  are rat  her  prospective  (cf 
Seiler  1971).  A  detailed analysis  of  the verb  forms  of all ten 
transcx·ipts of  child  speech  has  shown  that perfecti ve  and 
imperfective  verb  sterns  are  already  formally  distinguished  in 
more  than  90  per  cent of all tokens  by  per  iod I.  As  opposed  to 
reports  on  English  child  language ,  t he  percentage  of  conjugational 
,. - 2  5-
suffixe s  lacking  in contexts  where  theyare obligatory is 
extremely  low  in  Greek  child  language  f or  all three  per  iods 
studied  (3.8  per  cent  on  the average  for  t he  verb  form  t okens 
of  period  land 3.6  percent  for  per  iod  111) .  Suffixed  verb  forms 
conforming  to the norm  of  MG  and  appropriately  used  constitute 
87  to  97  per  cent of all verb  f orm  tokens  from  per  iod  11  onwards, 
with  a  mean  of  81  per  cent for  t hree  of  the  four  subjects  studied 
in period land 58  per  cent  for  the  fourth,  who  frequently 
referred  to  t he  speaker  by  using  verb  forms  in  the  third  person 
singular. 
The  verb  f orm  categories  expressing  tense,  aspect,  and  mood 
(T~~ categories)  represented  in  table  1 .  are  not  us ed  with  equal 
frequency.  In  period  I ,  the  perfective  sUbjunctive,  the  indicative 
present,  and  the  imperative  mood  occupy  the  first three  positions 
on  the  scale  ranking  the  mean  frequency  of use,  preceding  the 
perfective past and  t he  imperfective  subjunctive.  In period 11, 
the perfective  subjunctive and  the  preserit  tense  share thefirs t 
rank,  with  the  imperative  falling  back  behind  the  perfective  past. 
In  period 111,  t he  perfective  subjunctive  recedes  t o  the  second 
rank  behind  the  indicative  present.  These  predilections  of  use 
can  be  explained  as  follows .  In standard  MG  as  well as  in Greek 
child  language,  the  subjunctive  and  imperative  moods  are  the  most 
important  f orma l  devices  for  expressing deontic modality.  The 
high  frequency  of  the  perfective  subjunctive  and. t he  i mperative 
show  that modalized  ut terances  play  an  extremely  important  role 
in  early Greek  child  l anguage .  The  ample  use  made  of  the  present 
i ndicative  i s  due  t o  its  functional diversity,  which  includes 
modal  usage .  Nevertheless,  the  advance  of  t he  present  tense  as - 26  -
weIl  as  the  perfeetive  past  on  the  seale  in  the  course  of  language 
development  indieates  that  nonmodalized  deseriptive utteranees 
as  weIl  as  erotetie ones  gradually  beeome  more. important  in 
ehild speeeh. 16 
The  TAM  eategories  in  wl1ieh  verbs  are preferentially  used 
depend  to  a  eertain degree  on  t heir  aspeetual  eharaeter 
(aktionsart).  The  aktionsart oppositions of stative! dynamie, 
durative! punetual,  and  telic!atelie aeeount for  the three most 
important  aspeetual verb elasses  of  early ehild  language,  namely 
telie-punetual dynamie,  atelie-durative  dynamie,  and  stative 
verbs  (referred  to  in  the  following  as  telie,  atelie,  and  stative) 
Only  in  the ease  of  telie  verbs  is the  perfeetive  subjunetive 
used  more  freguently  than  any  other  eategory  by  all  subjeets  in 
all periods .  In  the  use  of  atelie ·and  stative verbs,  on  the other 
hand,  with  the exeeption  of  one  sub j eet,  the  present tense  already 
oceupies  the first position of  the rank  order  seale of .TAM 
eategories  in  period I.  The  imperfeetive  subjunctive  oceurs  more 
often with atelie verbs  than  would  be  expected  from  the overall 
frequency  of atelie  verb  form  t okens  in  the data.  Just  a s  in 
standard  MG,  the  imperative  mood  is  limited  to  dynamic  verbs  in 
the  children's  speech.  This  is  because  ' a  ehild's  early  imperatives 
are all aetion-oriented .. . It would  be  bizarre if he  sought  instead 
to  influenee  the  thought-processes  and  emotions  of others  by 
cornrnanding  them  to want,  need,  know,  etc.'  (Bickerton  1981 :157) 
A  verb  form  eategory  not  ineluded  in  table  7 . 1  is  the future 
tense .  In  standard  MG,  the categories of  future  and  subjunctive 
are  solely distinguished  by  t he  particle used,  8a  (deriving 
historieally  from  8elo !Ja  'want  to')  in  the ease of  the  future 
1 7 - 27  -
and ha or ~  in ·the  subjunctiv~.  As  indicated  above ,  o~ the  one 
hand,particle  use  is not yet quite  reliable  in  Greek  child  l anguage 
and  on  the  other,  8a  and ~  are  often reduced  to their  vowel  by 
the children,  r esulting in  homophony  of  the  two  categories.  As 
the  future  and  the  subjunctive are also  functionally closely 
related,  especially when  expressing  actions  under  the  control  of 
animate  subjects,  it would  in  many  cases  be  completely arbitrary 
to  assign  a  formally  ambiguous  subjunctive verb  form  to  one 
category  rather  than  the other  in the children's speech.  As 
'statements  made  about future  occurrences  are  necessarily based 
upon  the  speaker's beliefs,  predictions,  or  intentions,  rather 
thanupon his knowledge  of  "fac t'"  (Lyons  1968:31o),  the. future 
tense  could  even  be  called  a  mood  of  nonfactivity.  Although  such 
an  interpretation would  not  do  justice to  the  structure of  standard 
M G,  it is not  surprising that in  the  ~arly stages  of  Greek 
language  development  the  future  tense should  not yet  have  emerged 
as  a  grammatical  category distinct from  the subjunctive  mood  (cf 
also  §  6.  below). 
Preparing  the ground  for  the  later development of  two  separate 
grammatical  categories,  that of  the  future  tense  and  the 
subjunctive  mood,  the children's  subjunctive  forms  are  already 
plurifunctional in period  I  insofar as  they  are used  to make 
predictions  as  weIl as  to  express  wi~h or  intention.  The  more 
temporal,  nondeontic  use  predominates  in  speech acts describing 
events  posterior  t o  speech  time.  In  typical  examples  the  verb  is 
in the third person,  the  subject inanimate,  and  the  verb denotes 
an .event not under  the  control  of  an  agent  and  often undesirable, 
making  a  positive  wish  pragmatically unlikely.  Some .of  these - 28  -
sentences  are uttered  as  warnings  (example  6). 
(6)  /Janna  I  cornrnenting  on  an  object/ 
a  besi.  =  8a  i 
'It's going  to fall dm·m.'  FUT.PART  f all.PERF-PRES.3.SG 
As  predictions are necessarily  not  statements of  fact,  they  could 
be  considered  as  pre~ursors to epistemically modalized  statements 
representing  a  kind  of  'null-degree'  of  epistemic modality  (cf 
Pea  et al.  1982  and  §  5.  below). 
The  subjunctive mood  mainly  serves deontically modal  functions 
in Greek  child  language.  It is  used  to state the child's wishes 
and  intentions  to act  (exa~ple 7),  to  make  promises  (example  8), 
to ask  for  permission,  the  addressee' s  advice concerning  an  action 
planned  by  the child,  or  to  inquire about  the addressee's 
intentions  (example  9).  While  the primary  illocutionary  force  of 
such  utterances,  whose  subjects  generally refer  to the  speaker 
or  to speaker  and  addressee  (1 .• PL),  is representative or  erotetic, 
especially the desiderative type  may  be  implicitly directive. 
(7)  / Spiros  I  watching  the  ob server  take  a  picture book  out 
of  her  bag/ 
pio vavasi . 
'Spiros  1s  going  to/ 
wan ts  to  read.' 
= 0  spiros  8a/ na  öiavas- i 
the Spiros  FUT/ MOD  read.PERF-PRES. 3 .SG 
(8)  / Mairi  11  after having  been  admonished  by  her mother  not to 
break  an  object/ 
ampaso. 
'I'm not  going  to 
break it.' 
=  öen  8a  to  spas- o 
not  FUT  it  break.PERF-PRES.l.SG 
(9)  /Mairi  I  wanting  to  take  a  puzzle  representing  a  squirrel/ - 29  -
pari  yuyunaki?  =  na  par- i  to  yurunaki 
'May  (Mairi)  take  MOD  take.PERF-PRES . 3.sG  the  piggy 
the  piggy?' 
The  subjunctive is very  frequently  used  in explicit directives 
serving  to  request  an  action or  theabstention from  an  action 
from  the  addressee  (example  10)  or  a  third person  (example  11) 
by  introducing  a  norm. 
(10)  /Natali  I  addressing  the  nurse  Sula  to hold  something 
for  her/ 
i  tula tai.  =  i  sula  na  to krat- ai 
'Sula shall hold  the  Sula  MOD  it  hold.IMPERF-PRES.3.SG 
(i  t) .  ' 
(11)  /Mairi  11  addressing her mother  and  referring  to the observer/ 
a  me  pai  agalita.  =  na  me  par- i  angalitsa 
'She  shall  take  me  MOD  me  take .PERF-PRES.3.SG  embrace 
in  her  arms4 ' 
The  imperative  mood  is  functionally very  similar  to  the . second 
person of  the  subjunctive  mood  used  in directive  speech  acts. 
Both  are already  formally  distinguished  by  period  I .  The  most 
frequently  used  imperative  forms  are kita 'look' ,  ela  'come' , 
katse/ka6ise  'wait,  sit down',  and  slko  'get up'.  These  constitute 
half of all imperative  form  tokens.  Kita  serve s  to attract the 
addressee's  attention to  something,  ela  and  katse  are  sometimes 
used  to  either urge  the addressee  to  per  form  an  action  or  to 
refrain  from it for  a  certain time.  Prohibitions are  expressed 
by  the  imperative  form  ase'  'leave  (it)'  or by  combining  the 
negative modal  particle'min  (sornetimes  preceded  by  na  or  a s )  with 
the  second  person  singular of  the  subjunctive  mood  (example  12) . - 30  -
(12)  /Mairi  111  addressing  a  visiting child/ 
flje!  ~ fij- e 
'Go  away!' 
na  min  kitaksis! 
I Don I  t  look!' 
leave.PERF-IMPER.2.SG 
na  min  kitaks- is 
MOD  NEG.MOD  look.PERF-PRES.2.SG 
Explicit directi ves  are  much  more  frequently  expressed  by  the 
imperative  than  by  the  subjunctive  mood.  In cases  like kita 
'look'  or katse  'wait'  where it would  be  impolite to  assurne  a 
refusal  to comply  on  the part  of  the  addressee,  dire~ :ij'es  are 
normally  expressed  in  the  imperative  mood  in  standard  MG  as  weIl 
as  in child  language.  There  is slight evidence  from  period  I 
onwards  that at least some  ofthe sUbjects  have  begun  to  grasp 
the  functional difference  between  the  imperative  and  the 
subjunctive mood  mentioned  above.  The  imperative  mood  is  sometimes 
preferred  in addressing  persons  considered  of  equal  or  lower 
social rank,  whereas  requests directed to persons  of  higher  rank 
are  expressed  in the  subjunctive  (examples  13). 
(13)  /Spiros  I  asking his mother  to  take  a  doll  out  of  a  'recess/ 
laI  i  i  mamali ...  tlpa.  ~  na  vyal- i  i  mama  apo 
'Mummy  shall  take  (it)  MOD  take.PERF-PRES.3.SG  the  mummy  from 
out of  the  hole.'  tin  trlpa 
the  hole 
/Spiros  I  asking  the  observer  to  take  off  her  watch/ 
Ioloi! 
'(The)  watch!' 
alato! 
'Take it off!' 
to  roloi 
the  watch 
~  ja  vyal- to 
PART  take.PERF.IMPER.2.SG-it 
Considerations  of  politeness  are  discarded,  however,  if the - 31 
speaker  is  anxious  to  s ee  his  request fulfilled  (cf  example  12 
above).  Generally,  the  subjunctive wiil be  preferred  when  t he 
modality  derives  from  objective  necessity rather  than  the  speaker's 
will.  In  per  iod  III,  two  subjects  use  it in directive s  not 
referring  to  the  immediate  future.  Sometimes  both  the  imperative 
and  the  subjunctive are  used  during  the  same  inter action  in  trying 
to  obtain satisfaction either  by  emphasizing  the  request 
(subjunctive  followed  bi imperative)  or,  on  the contrary,  by 
making greater concessions  to  the  addressee 's options  (imperative 
followed  by  subjunctive,  example  14). 
(14)  / Mairi  III  asking her  mother  to  open  the  wardrobe/ 
mama! ' anitseto! 
'Mummy!  Open  it!' 
na  to anitsis. 
'Open it (please) I' 
=  mama  aniks- e- to 
mummy  open. PERF-IMPER. 2.SG-it 
M:  he?  IHm? ' 
na  to aniks- is 
MOD  it open.PERF-PRES.2.SG 
Besides  the  subjunctive  and  the  imperative  mood,  the  indicative 
present may  convey  modal  meanings  in standard  MG  a s  well as .in 
Greek  child  language .  Although  subjunctive  express  ions  are  much 
more  frequent  in  these  functions,  the  present  tense  is 
occasionally used  to  express  inte.ntions  and  anticipated or 
apprehended  events  (example  15). 
(15)  / Janna II  being  bored  with  a  picture book/ 
telani tara. 
IltIs  going  to 
finish  now.' 
teljan- i  tara 
end.IMPERF-PRES .3. SG  now 
As  no  examples  of  inadequate  use  of  the  subjuncti ve  mood  to  convey 
nonmoda lized statements  can  ~e  f ound  in  the  children's data,  it - 32  -
can  be  concluded  that  the  two  cat egori es  are  not  variants  oE 
each  other  in  the modalized  functi on.  A  possi bl e  semantic 
differ ence  coming  to  mind  is  that  i n  the  present  i ndicative 
expressions it is the topicality  of  t he  intention,  anticipation , 
or  apprehension at  speech  t ime  that  i s  crucial,  while  the 
subjunctive expressions are  oE  a  more  prospective nature. 
A  further modal  function  of  the  present tense is its occurrence 
in deontic  statements ,  i.e .  in  s t a t ements  of  social  norms,  whose 
primary  illocutionary  force  i s  therefore  representative.  At  l east 
as  far  as  child speech  is  concer ned ,  they difEer  from  directi ves 
in  the  subjunctive  moo~ in whic h  the  speaker  no t  just s t ate s  but 
usually introduces  t he  norm .  Because of  t heir primarily descri ptive 
function,  deontic  statements  do  not  cat egorically  differ from 
nonmodalized  statements  about  habitual  behaviour  (exampl e  16) . 
(16)  /Mairi  I  when  hermot her  approaches  t he  toy  monkev  with 
/ 
her  foot/ 
ze  vazun  t o  pooi.  oen  vaz- un  t o  pMi 
'One  doesn't  put  not  put.IMPERF- PRES . 3 .PL  the  foot 
one ' s  foot  (there).' 
Finally,  t here  are  a  few  examples  of  t he  present  t ense 
r endering  the  notion of  deontic  possibility qualifying  inanimate 
sub j ects  (exampl e  17). 
(17)  /Nat ali I  concerning  the  door  of  a  t oy  car / 
nU . .. tito?  anij- i  t ut e 
' Does  t hi s  open? '  open.I11PERF-PRES . 3. SG  t his 
The  notion  of  ability applying  to  animate  subject s  i s  expressed 
by  t he  modal  ver b  bora  'can,  may'.  Of  the  two  M G  modal  verbs 
bora  and  prepi  'must',  a  defective v erb  occurring  only  i n  the 
t hird person  singular,  only  the first is  found  in  all t ranseripts 
". - 3  3-
(with  the  exeeption of  spiros Il.  Bora,  typieally  used  in 
eonjunetion with  the  negative  partiele by  the ehildren,  only 
expresses  ability and ehiefly  refers  to  the  speaker  (example  18). 
In  period 111,  there  are  a  few  examples  of bora oeeurring with  a 
sentenee  eomplement  (example  19).  There is only  one  example  from 
period  111  of  a  modal  use  of  the verb  ksero  'know,  be  able' 
expressing ability. 
(18)  /Natali  I  trying  in vain  to  open  the  door  of  a  toy  earl 
oboyo.  =  oen  bor~  0 
I  I  can I t. I  no t  can.IMPERF-PRES.l .SG 
(19)  /Mairi  111  eoneerning  a  strawberry represented  in  a  book/ 
am  boro  na  do  bjaso.  =  oem  bor- a  na  to 
'r  can~t grasp  it. '  not  can.IMPERF-PRES.l . SG  that lt 
pjas- 0 
grasp.PERF-PRES.l.SG 
Both  boro  end  prepi  'must'  are restricted to eonveying  deontie 
modality  in the ehildren's  speech.  ~repi expresses  an  obligation 
the  souree  of  whieh  does  not reside  in  the  Speaker.  As  the  nature 
of  the obligation has  to  be  stated  in  the  eomplement  s entence, 
examples  with  prepi  are  rare  and  oeeur only  from  period  11  on, 
duetotheir syntaetie eomplexi ty  Cexample  20). 
(20)  !Maria 11  eommentingon  a  neighbour's  grandmother! 
pep i  a  pai:  jaja maia  ta.  =  prepi  na  pai  i 
'Maria's  granny  must  go 
to  the doetor's.' 
must  that go.PRES.3.SG  the 
jaja tis  marias  sto 
granny  of.the  of.Maria  t o .the 
jatr6 
doctor - 34  -
As  in other  languages  (cf  §2.  above),  the  verb  for  'want',  8elo, 
is very  frequently used  by  all  subjects  in the  three  periods 
stuctied  and  mainly  serves  to express  the  speaker's wishes.  As 
early  as  in  per  iod  I,  it may  occur  with  an  embedded  clause 
(example  21).  _ 
(21)  /Spiros  I  while  trying to turn  the  taperecorder off/ 
seli ...  klisoo ...  ne : .  ~ 8eli na  to klis- une 
, (Spiros)  wants  i t  to 
be  turned off . ' 
wants  that it  close.PERF-PRES.3.PL 
4.  The  development of modality  in English 
In  contradistinction to  MG,  Modern  English  does  not possess 
separate  verb  forms  for  the  imperative  and  subjunctive moods, 
with  the  exception of  the  third person  singular of  the  subjunctive 
I  and  a  remnant  of  the  subjunctive  11  of  to  be  in  literary 
English.  Imperative  sentences  are  therefore usually distinguished 
from  declarative  an~ interrogative ones  by  leaving  the second 
person subject  unexpressed.  Oue  to  the marginal  role of modal 
verb  form  oppositions  in  Modern  English,  the main  task  of 
fulfilling the modalizing  function  falls  upon  the modal  verbs. 
Brown  (1973:180f)  finds  the  semantic  beginnings  of  the 
imperative sentence modality  in  stage  I  (MLU  1.5  to  2.0)  of  the 
English  language  developrnent  of  three children,  its  formal 
developrnent,  however,  only  in stage  111  18  (MLU  2.75  to  3.50) . 
In stage I,  imperative  sentences  cannot yetbe identified on 
purely  linguistic grounds  as  'there is  no  really reliable 
intonational  marking'  and  sentences  without an  overtly expressed 
subject have  not  been  narrowed  down  to commands.  As  modal - 35  -
auxiliaries  emerge  relatively late  in English,  modalized  and  non-
modalized  utterances  are  often formally  indistinguishable  in  the 
early stages  of  language  development,  for  it is nearly  impossible 
to tell whether  or  not  a  modal  has  been  omitted  because  'there 
are  no  co-occurring adverbials  or  other  forms  to  spotlight an 
omission'  in diary or other records  of  spontaneous  speech  (Flet-
1 9  eher  1979:264).  In another  study,  a  boy's  spontaneous  speech 
from  aperiod prior  to  the  productive use  of  modal  auxiliaries in 
affirmative sentences  (age  2;5,21  to  2;7,15,  MLU  3.01  to  3.25,  i. 
e.  Brown's  stage  111)  was  compared  to elicited imitations  of  both 
granunatical  and  ungrammatical  sentences containing  in particular 
the  modal  auxiliaries will  and  can  (Kuczaj  & Maratsos  1975).  The 
researchers  found  the child  to  imitate  38  out of  the  48  grammati-
cal declarative  sentences  correctly,  but  none  of  the  57  ungrammat-
ical ones  (with  the modal  auxiliary either misplaced  after the 
main  verb  or  accompanied  by  a  tensed main  verb),  which  he  normal-
ized  in various  ways.  These  findings  can  be  taken as  evidence that 
this  boy  had  internalized much  of  the ,grammar  of  these modal 
auxiliaries before  using  them  in his  spontaneous  speech. 
In  tracing  the  development  of English modal  verbs,  comprising 
auxiliaries  like can,  will and  semi-auxiliaries or  quasi-modals 
like going  tO/~9nna,  want  to/wanna,  and  need  to,  I  shall base 
my  presentation on  reports  of  children acquiring American  and 
British English.  The  children acquiring American  English  are 
Hildegard  (Leopold  1949),  Adam,  Eve,  and  Sarah  (Klima  & Bellugi 
1966,  Bellugi  1971,  1974),  Abe  (Kuczaj  & Maratsos  1975,  Kuczaj 
1977,  Kuczaj  &  Oaly  1979),  Nina1  (Shepherd  1980,  1981),  Nina2 
(Pea  et al.  1982),  and  six  subjects  studied  by  Pea&  Mawby  (1981) - 36  -
Children's  syntactic competence  concerning modal  constructions 
has  been  studied  by  Major  (1974).  For  British English  there  are 
the studies  on  Daniel  (Fletcher  1979)  and  on  60  children  from  the 
Bristol corpus  (Wells  1979). 
In  stage  I  (MLU  1.75),  the  speech  of  Eve,  Adam,  and  Sarah  is 
still devoid of modal  verbs,  although  there are  examples of 
semantically modalized  utterances  like I  ride train?  Have  ~? 
and Sit chair?  (Klima  & Bellugi  1966) .20 After  MLU  has  reached 
2.50  in  stage  11,  the quasi-modal  forms  wanna,  gonna,  and  hafta 
beg in  to be  used.  The  first modal  auxiliary  form  to emerge  is 
can't in  stage  111  (MLU  2.75),  together with don't  in  negated 
imperatives.  Modal  auxiliaries  begin  to appear  in  the chlldren's 
speech  in abundance  only after the sentences  are  longer  than  3.50 
MLU  (stage  IV). Only  then  is can  separated  from  its negative 
element and  do  will,  won't,  and  should occur.  The  order  of 
emergence  of  modal  forms  in Eve's,  Adam's,  and  Sarah's development 
is represented  in  figure  1.  together  with  longitudinal data of 
five of  the other  children.  The  precedence  of can't,  as  compared 
to  can,  in Eve' s,  Adam' s,  and  ·Sarah' s  utterances  accords  wi th  the 
occurrence  of can't and  won't prior to their affirmative  forms 
in both Hildegard's  and Abe's  speech  (Leopold  1949,  Kuczaj  & 
Maratsos  1975;  cf  also Ervin  1964  and  Bloom  1970). 
There  appears  to exist considerable inter-subject variation 
concerning  the  age at which  modal  forms  begin  to occur.  In  part 
this is,  however,  gue  to different criteria used  (first appearance 
vs.  productive  use).  Variation  could  also  be  r educed  if comparison 
were  based  on  MLU  instead of  age.  The  developmental  curves  o f 
Eve ,  Adam,  and  Sarah  would  then  coincide.  Due  to  lacking  M LU 
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Figure  1.  Emergence  of  English  modals 
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calculations  for  several  children,  fig.  1.  had  to  be  based  on 
age.  This,  however,  does  not affect the  overall  sequence  of 
emergence  of modal  forms:  w .anna,  gonna,  hafta  and  the aff  irma tive 
and  negative  fonns  of  can  and  will precede  the past  forms  of 
the latter,  as  weIl  as  shall,  should,  may,  and  must  (except  for 
shall  in Daniel's  c ase  and  for  should  in Eve's,  Adam's,  and 
Sarah'scases,  which  are  reported ·to  have  appeared  in the  same 
per iod  as  can  and  wi ll).  As  might  and  ought  to are missing 
altogether  in  the data  presented,  they  emerge  even  later.  The 
early appearance  of  can  and will  accords with Well's  results 
(1979),  where  these are reported  to be  the  two  most  frequently 
used  modal  verbs  (negative  forms  most  probably  included)  in  60 
children  from  the  Bristol corpus.  Both  of  these verbs occurred 
at  l east once  in  50  per  cent  of  the  sampie  by  2;6.  This  criterion 
was  reached  by  going  to at 2;9,  by  have  got  to at 3;0,  by  shall 
at 3;3,  and  by  could at 3;6.  Following  the total frequency 
hierarchy  and  in  the  proportion of  the  sampie  using  the  forms, 
but  not  reaching the  50  per cent criterion be fore  3;9,  are  have 
to,  must,  might,  should,  would,  may,  had  better,  and  ought  to. 
The  most  frequently  occurring  modal  forms  in  the  speech  of  the 
six subjects  studied  by  Pea  & Mawby  (1981),  who  ranged  in  age 
from  2;4  to  2;10 and  2;11  to 3;5 at the beginning  and  the  end  of 
observation,  were  gonna,  will,  have  to,  and  can,  with can't and 
could  following  closely,  but  only  one  or  a  few  instances of 
would,  won't,  got  to,  should,  had  better,  and  might.  Notable 
omissions  in  Pea  & M awby's  data  are  may,  ~,  shall,  and  ought  to. 
The  only  way  to gain  some  understanding of  this  piecemeal 
appearance  of modal  forms  1s  to cast a  glance at the early 
0 . - 39  -
development of  the  grarnrnar  of verb  forms,  taking  the  functions 
served  by  main  and  modal  verb  forms  into consideration.  When 
quasi-modals  began  to appear  during  stage 11,  Adam,  Eve,  and 
Sarah were already inflecting verbs  for  the  present progressive 
(cf  Brown  1973:271,  fig.  14).  Sarah  was  also using  past irregu-
lar forms.  By  stage  111,  all children had  acquired  past  fonns 
and  thus  had  two  nonrnodal  verb  form  types at their disposal,  one 
for  the  past and  a  neutral  one  which  could  mark  the  present  or 
~ . 
be  combined  with  modal  or  quasi-modal auxiliaries.  The  forms 
wanna,  gonna,  and  hafta  have  to  be  considered  as  monomorphemic  , 
in early child  language  and  can  thus  not  be  distinguished  from 
auxiliaries  (cf Miller  & Ervin  1964(1971:334)  and  Shepherd  (1981: 
100) .  At  least as  far  as  the  development of verbal inflection in 
Adam's  and  Eve's  speechis concerned  (but  see also the develop-
ment  of  Hildegard's  verb  forms,  Fletcher  1979:266) ,  the first 
division  seems  to  be  between  nonrnodal  verb ·forms  describing on-
going actions  and  processes  and  intrinsically  future-oriented 
modalized  forms.  Only after  this division of verb  forms  into 
mOdal  and  nonrnodal  ones  has  occurred,  do  the  nonrnodal  forms  di-
vide  into  present  and  past with  the  latter expressing aspect 
rather  than  tense  in  the development' s  ear  ly  stages.  From  wha t· 
has  been  said,  it seems  plausible  that modals .should  be  marked 
for  past only after main  verbs  (cf Fletcher  1979:273  and  fig.1. 
above) . 
The  importance of  modals  in child  language,  once  they have 
emerged,  is reflected  by  their  frequency  of  use.  The  frequency 
data presented  by  Wells  (1979)  indicate that about  10.8  per  cent 
of  the utterance s  of  60  children from  2;6  to  3;6 contained  a - 40  -
modal  verb  form.  This  accords  a lmost  perfectly  with  the  percentage 
found  by  Pea  & Mawby  (1981)  for  their six subjects  (1 0%)  Shiel ds 
&  Steiner  (1972: 1.03),  as  r eported  by  Fletcher  (1975: 320),  note 
'a marked  increase  in  the  use  of  modal  auxiliaries  in their  sampie 
of  107  3- to  5-year-olds  and characterize this  as  One  of  the 
"main  areas  of  growth"  in  language  development  over  t his  period.' 
As  is also true for  main  verbs  and  nonmodal  auxiliaries,  modal 
verbs  are at first subject  to  severe morphological,  syntactic, 
and,  above  all,  semantic  restrictions.  The  initi al  us e  of  negative 
modal  forms  by  some  children,  long  be fore  the  respective positive 
forms  emerge,  is most  probably  due  to  pragmatic  reasons .  It also 
shows  that children may  employ  fragments  of  a  grammatical  system 
before having analyzed it  (Kuczaj  & Maratsos  1975) .  Also,  modals 
have  been  observed  to  appear  in questions  only after  having 
become  productive  indeclarative sentences  (cf Bellugi  1967  for 
Adam,  Eve,  and  Sarah  and  Kuczaj  & Maratsos  1975  for  Abe)  in spite 
of  the  fact  t hat more  t han  half  of  the  input  sentence s  are 
questions  and  i mperatives  (Newport  1977) .  This  is not at all 
surprising,  however,  if language  acquisition  i s  s een  in  an 
interactive  framework,  for  declarative sentences  are  jus t  t he 
appropriate  type  of  response  to questions  and  imperatives. 
Moreover,  there  is evidence  that the  use  of modals  in ~/ no 
questions  and declaratives  i s  part of  a  unified  system.  Although 
her  parents  usually contracted will  in affirmative  sentences,  Eve 
used  the  uncontracted  form  in declarative  sentences  and  not  onl y 
in yes/no  questions,  where  she  had  heard it from  her  parents 
(Bellugi  1967).  Abe,  in  t he  experiment referred  to  above ,  imitated 
contracted  '11  in all six affirmative  sentences  as  will,  which  is - 41  -
evidence  for  'a great deal of  pre-productive integration of  the 
modal  system'  (Kuczaj  & Maratsos  1975).  When  modals  became  more 
abundant  in questions  used  by  Ad~~,  Eve,  and  Sarah  (MLU  3.5  to 
4.0),  subject and  auxiliary were  in most  cases  inverted  in yes/no 
questions  (e.~ Will  Robin  helE  ~?), while  the  noninverted  type 
(e .g.  What  you  will do?)  predominated with wh-questions  (Bellugi 
1971).  Bellugi explains  this  by  the complexity resulting  from  'the 
combination of inversion and  wh-question  in a  single string'  (p. 
100) . 
In  an  experimental  study of  44  subjects  aged  5  to  8  years, 
Major  (1974)  found  that with  few  exceptions  the  children were 
able  to  trarisform  affirmative declarative  sentences containi.ng  a 
modal  auxiliary  into negatives  and  questi6ns  or to add  tags.  The 
performance  of  may,  might,  and  ough'c  to  indicated  that these  tasks 
were  not yet  completely masteredby eight  years  and  that these 
modals  are  thus  acquired  later  than,  for  example,  can.  Modals  are 
much  more  of  a  semantic  than  a ,syntactic problem  for  children, 
however.  For  this  reason,  experiments  like  the  one  conducted  by 
Major  which  do  not  take  the  meaning  and  situational context of 
sentences into consideration,  trying to treat modality as  a  purely 
syntactic phenomenon,  are  unlikely  to  come  to grips with  the 
development  of  the modalizing  function,  a  conclusion  reached  by 
the  author herself  (Major  1974:111,  cf also Fletcher 1975). 
As  in Greek child  language,  modalized  utterances  in early 
English  child  language  predominantly express deontic  meanings. 
Can,  could,  and  may  are  used  for  deontic,  action-oriented 
possibility and will,  want  to,  going  to,  woul~,  shall,  have  (got) 
to,  must,  should,  had  eet~er,  and  ought  to for  deontic  necessity. - 42  -
Can,  the earliest and  most  frequently  used  modal,  at first occurs 
only with  first  and  second  person  subjects ,  stating  the  child's 
own  ability or social possibility  and,  above  all,  his physical 
inability.  It is also  used  to  ask  for  permission or torequest 
actions  from  the addressee.  Could,  emerging  later  than  can, 
appears  much  l ess  frequently  in expressions  of  ability  and 
permission  (Wells  1979,  Pea  & Mawby  1981 ).  While  97  pe r  cent of 
the  Bristol  sample  used  can  for  permission,  may  was  used  by  only 
15  per  cent  in  this  function  (Wells  1979).  Of  the modals  used  for 
expressing deontic  necessity,  will,  want  to,  going  to,  and  would 
are  volition-centered  and  the  rest obligation-centered,  with 
shall participating  in both  functions.  Will  is very  early  and 
frequently used  to  announce  the child's intentions  to act or  not 
to  act.  Going  to,  would,  and  shall are  also used  for  intentions, 
but  more  frequently  in other  functions  (see  below).  Although 
want  to/wanna  literally expresses wishes, it is often indirectly 
requestive  (Pea  & Mawby  1981).  Both  obligations  which  introduce 
and  which  state norms  are  most  often  expressed  by  have  (got)  tol 
hafta.  According  to Wells'  and  Pea  & Mawby's  ana~yses,  norm 
stating appears  to prevail over  norm  introducing,  i.e.  per  formative 
use.  Shall,  which  does  not  occur  in  Pea  &  Mawby's  data,  is  used 
performatively  by  50  pe r  cent of  the Bristol  sample .not before 
3;6 .  Should ,  must,  and  had  better are  found  less  frequently  in 
norm  stating and  norm  introducing  functions.  Ought  to is missing 
from  Pea  & Mawby's  data altogether  and  is  used  to state obligation 
by  only three  per  cent  of  the  Bristol  sample. 
The  most  important class of  speech  acts  deontically modalized - 43  -
utterances  are used  for  are directives.  These  have  been  given 
special attention  in  pragmatically oriented research  on  child 
language.  Imperative  sentences,  the most  important  formal  device 
in English  for  making  direct requests,  that is  commands,  appear 
very  early,  although,  as  we  have  seen,  they are  at first not 
systematically distinguished  from  declarative sentences  on 
syntactic grounds.  Indirectly expressed directives  seem  to develop 
later in English  than,  for  instance,  in Italian,  where 
interrogative requests  were  found  to develop before  two  years  of 
age  (Bates  1976).  In English  such  speech  acts  are dependent  upon 
the  emergence  of· modal  verbs  (Bates  1971).  The  earliest indirect 
requests  are  probably desiderative utterances  containing. want  (to) 
used  as  a  main  verb  or semi-auxiliary.  Menyuk  (1969)  foundthat 
all of  the  younger  children  (2;10  to  3;1)  in her  group  used 
imperative  sentences,  while  the  older  nursery-school  children 
were  using other  forms  of directives  as weil  (cf  also Garvey  1975, 
Dore  1977,  Ervin-Tripp  1977,  and  Dore  et al.  1978) .21 
Interestingly,  Menyuk  notes  a  combination  of  syntactically 
interrogative with  prosodically  imperative  requests  (e.g.  Would 
you sit down!)  ,  which  shows  that  'children are,  at this  stage, 
frequently  telling  you  rather  than  asking  you'  (p.89) .  While 
instrumentally  used  declaratives  (! want/need  X)  decline  between 
the  ages  of  three  and  six  (Bock  & Hornsby  1977),  when  the child 
has  reached  the  age  of  four,  both  declarative and  interrogative 
directives  are  still prominent,  but are  used  in nonequivalent 
ways:  !  want  is used  more  often  than  Can !?  in re-requests 
(WoQtton  1981).  The  use  of interrogative requests  rather  than 
imperatives mayaiso  be  a  function  of  the  addressee  (Bock  & - 44  -
Hornsby  1977,  Mitchell-Kernan  & Kernan  1977,  James  1978}.  The 
interrogatives  and  declaratives  conveying directives  indirectly 
of  children  a~ young  äs  three or  four  years  old constituted nearly 
two  thirds of  the directives  expressed  in an  experimental 
situation,  although  there was  no  decline  in the  use  of direct, 
imperative  forms  up  to  age  6;6  (Bock  &  Hornsby  1977).  'Indirect' 
directives may,  however,  function  independently  of  their literal 
meaning  for  the  child  and  'in  some  cases,  the  literal meaning  may 
grow  out of  idiomatic  us'es'  (Bock  &  Hornsby  1977:80).  Thus, 
interrogative requests for  action  have  been  found  to  precede real 
questions,  i.e.  requests  for  information  (Bates  1976,  Fletcher 
1979) .22  There  is controversial  evidence  on  the  issue  of whether 
requests  for  action  show  a  tendency  to  become  less  literal with 
age  (Garvey  1975,  Bock  & Hornsby  1977).  In  any  event,  by  the  age 
of  six or  seven,  children  seem  to  have  acquired all the 
conventional  forms  that directives  may  take  in standard  American 
English at least,  namely  statements of  need,  imperatives,  embedded 
imperatives  (Could  you  V?),  permission directives  (May/Can! V?)  , 
question directives  (You  got  !:.  quarter?),  hints  (It' s  hot  out 
here} ,  and  even  elaborate  oblique strategems  (Pretend  thi~ was 
23  (Ervin-Tripp  1977,  Mitchell-Kernan  & Kernan  1977).  To 
a  certain extent they also  seem  to  be  aware  of  the situational 
appropriateness  of  particular directive  forms  by  that age. 
Directives  share  their  forwardlooking,  future-oriented  nature 
with  two  types  of utterances  having  a  primarily representative 
illocutionary force,  expressions  of  intention  and  predictions. 
Although will  and  goin9:  to,  as  well  as  shall,  will  eventually - 45  -
be  used  to  convey  both  of  these  functions,  intentions ,  belonging 
"-
to  the domain  of  deontic modality,  precede  predictions  in  English 
U r:<:I)) 
language  development  (Leopold  1 9 4~99, Wells  1979).  The  fact  tha t 
future  verb  tense  is  significantly better  understood  by  t wo- to 
four-year-olds  in  reference  t o  the  immediate  than  to  the  r emote 
futur e  (Harner  1976)  may  be  attributed to the  strongly  modal 
character  of  the  future  tense  in early child  language.  According 
t o  Harner  (1982)  'it seems  likely  that there  i s  an  overlap  between 
immedi acy  and  certainty  such  that  the  more  immediate  t he  future 
event,  the more  certain one  can  be  that it will occur'  24  (p.116 ) . 
These  r esults  completely  agree  with  our  findings  for  Greek 
l anguage  development.  If it is  'the degree  of  certainty of  the 
speaker's  statement  being  factual'  whi ch  influences  the  choice of 
a  future  referent  (near  vs  r emote)  in three- to five-year-olds 
(p. 123),  this  i s  f urther evidence  that epistemic  modality develops 
from  the  prediction of  events  not  controlled  by  the  child  (cf 
§3.  above).  While  half  of  the  60  children  of  the  Bristol  sampl e 
use will  for  intentions at  2;6,  this criterion  i s  reached  for 
predictions  only·at 3;0  (Wells  1979) .  Unfortunately,  Wells  does 
not specify the  functions  of going  to,  which  was  being  used  by 
half  of  the  sample  at  2;9.  In  Pea  & Mawby's  (1981)  data,  99  per 
cent  of  11 5  uses  of  gonna  and  87  per  cent of  55  uses  of will 
expressed  intention,  with most  sentence  subjects  being  first 
person.  The  authors  note  that  r e l atively  few  predictive  uses  of 
these  terms  occurred  for  nonvolitional  events  in the  utterances 
of  children ranging  in  age  from  2;4  t o  3;5. 25  Whi le  t he  expression 
of  intention  as  compared  to  predictions  dominates  up  to  2;8  i n 
Nina2's  case ,  t he  ratio is r eversed  between  2;8  and  3;4  (Pea  e t - 46  -
.3'1.  1982).26 
Shepherd  (1980,  1981)  found  evidence that  the distinction 
between  intentions  and  predictions  was  lexicalized  by  Nioa1 
between  2;5  and  3;0 .  While  she  had  been  using  both will  and  ~onna 
for  volition and  intention  from  2;2  to  2;5,  f r om·then  on  she 
reserved  gonna  for  events  i n  the  immediate future  and  controlled 
by  herself,  usually  her  own  activities,  and  will  to  refer  to  the 
more  distant future  or  to  events  in the  immediate  future  which 
she  did  not control. 27  Evidence  for  the  same  kind  of  semantic 
distinction between  two  forms  which  these  do  not possessin the 
standard  language  comes  from  Clinton,  a  four-year-old  boy  acquiring 
Antiguan  Creole.  He  used  ~  and  gon,  which  are  free  variants  in 
the standard  language,  to refer  to  events  controlled  by  hirnself 
and  outside of  his  control,  respectively  (ib.).  It must  be  noted, 
however,  that adult Antiguan  Creole differentiates,  as  does 
English,  between different degrees of modal  value with .other 
modals.  The  fact  that Nina1  and  Clinton  went  beyond  the  target 
languages  they were  acquiring  may  be  evidence  for  a  trend noted 
in child language  toward  one  form  for  one  function  (Slobin  1973) 
or  more  simply  for  the child's gradual decentering  from  his  own 
self  (cf  also  Shepherd  1981 : 112). 
5.  The  development  of epistemic modality 
Epistemic  modal  meanings  develop  later than  deontic ones  in 
language  acquisition.  As  the ·linguistic  forms  serving  to convey 
epistemic modality  are of  the  same  type  as  those  used  to  express 
deontic modality  (modal  verbs,  verbal  inflections)  and  are  to  a 
large extent  even  identical with  them,  the reason  for  the  later - 47  -
development  of epistemically modalized  utterances  cannot  be  sought 
in  linguistic complexity  bust must  rather  lie in cognitive 
complexity.  As  we  have  seen  in  §7.1  above,  epistemically modalized 
utterances  are centrally concerned with  the  not  ion  of  possibility, 
involving  a  distinction between  reality and  some  other state of 
affairs  based  on  certain conditions.  Studies  of cognitive 
development  have  shown  that the  not  ion of possibility as  distinct 
from reality develops  in Piaget's  preoperational  stage  (from  about 
2  or  3  to about  7  or  8  years),  wher~ possibility is the potential 
future  (cf  Pieraut-Le  Bonniec  1980:52ff  and  §3.  above  on 
predictions) .28  The  source  of  the developing  notion of possibility 
may,  however,  be  seen  in the child's ability to .pretend,  emerging 
as  early  as  Piaget's  stage  6  of  the  sensorimotor  period  (at  about 
1;6)  when  the  child first engages  in symbolic  play  (Piaget  1945; 
cf also  Cromer  1974,  Bates  1976,  and  McCune-Nicolich  1981). 
In  a  number  of  languages,  the first use of  the  imperfective 
past has  been  observed  to  be  not  a  temporal,  but  a  modal  one, 
serving  to describe  simulated  activities  and  states,  and  to set 
the stage and  assign character roles  in pretend  play  (cf  Lodge 
1979,  Kaper  1980).  Depending  onthe  l anguage acquired,  the 
conditional,  the  subjunctive 11,  and  the optative as  well as 
modal  verbs  may  also  be  used  in  these  functions  (examples  22) 
(22)  Brazilian  Portuguese  2; 11,19  (de  Lemos,  workshop  notes, 
Nijmegen  1981) 
Eu  era a  mae  cabeleireira.  'I were  the mother  hairdresser.' 
Italian  3;6  - 4;0  (Bates  1976:230) 
10  sono il marito,  ~ tu eri  la mia moglie. 
'I  am  the  husband,  and  you  were  my  wife.' 
ih-- 48  -
Greek  (Katis  1983) 
e2(o  pijen-a,  esl  na  oil~aj-es.  I  go.IMPERF-PAST.1 . SG 
you  MOD.PART  drive.IMPERF-PAST .. 2.SG  'I wouldbe  going 
and  you  would  be  driving.' 
Turkish  2;0  - 2;6  (Aksu,  workshop  notes,  Nijmegen  1981 ) 
AYl  uyu-du.  bear  sleep"PAST  'The  bear  was  sleeping.' 
Bu  anne  ol-sun.  this mother  be-OPT~.SG  'This  shall be 
the mqther.' 
Swedish  3;0  - 3;3  IStr6mqvist,  workshop  notes,  Nijmegen 
1981 ) 
Den  här  va flickan,  assa  va  du  ~~  .  .;  ~  va  mamma ...  da 
o 
skulle  dom  ga  ut.  'This  one  was  the.girl,  and. then  were 
you  Daddy  and  I  was  Mummy ...  then  should  they  go out.' 
Flemish  3; 11  (Schaerlaekens  1977: 159f) 
Gij  waart  een  krokodil,  ~  was  nu  dood. 
'You ·were  a  crocodile,  you  were  nOw  dead. ' 
German  (Kaper  1980:213) 
Das  ist ein Pferd  and  das  wäre  der  Stall. 
'This is  a  horse  and  this were  the stable.' 
English  (Cromer  1974:220) 
Dis'll be  the blanket.  Dis  could  be  the mother. 
French  (Grevisse  in Kaper  1980:214) 
Jouons  au  cheval:  tu  serais le cheval. 
'Let's play  horse:  yon  would  be  the horse.' 
In  Turkish  language development,  the evidential  (-m i~  past)  is 
used  in  the  function of  setting  up  the  scene  in pretend  games 
later than  the -di past.  It was  observed  in  a  boy  from  2;9  on-
wards  (e.g.  s en  hastay-ml~-sln you  ill-EVID-2.SG  '(let's pretend) 
.e - 49  -
you  are ill', Aksu,  workshop  notes,  Nijmegen  1981 ) .  With  respect 
to  the modal  distinction of  information directly acquired  through 
perception  in contrast  to  informat ion  indirectly acquired  through 
inference,  the  functional differentiation  between  the  two  past 
inflections of Turkish  takes  place  around  the  age  of  4 ;0  to  4;6 
in Turkish language development  (Aksu  1978) ..  The  difficulty of 
the  evidential r esides  in  the cognitive  complexity  of  integrating 
causal relations  of  events  with  anteriority  (see also  below  on 
hypothetical  r eference) . 
In  reference  to rea l  states of  affairs,  epistemic main  v erbs 
like think  and  adverbs  like  maybe  may  precede  epistemically 
modalized  statements  in which  the  expression of  modality is in-
tegrated  into  the  verb  phrase  in  language, develo pment  (cf  Stern 
& Stern  1928:107f,  Cromer  1974,  Pea  e t  al.  1982) .29 
Examples  for  the  expression of epistemic  possibility and  ne-
cessity have  been  found  in  many  languages  at least  from  the  sec-
ond  half  of  the  third year  onwards.  While  the  potential mood  e-
merges  late in Finnish  language development  (cf  § 2.  above),  epi-
stemic  modality is expressed  by  the conditional  and  by  modal 
verbs  much. earlier  (examples  23,  taken  from  Toivainen  1980) . 
(23 )  Nina  2;9  ol-isi-ko- han  nuo  ollut romulaatikossa? 
be-COND-Q.PART-PART  those  been  i n.the.toy.box 
'Could  they  / the  pencils/  have  been  (instead 
of  bel  in  the  toy-box? ' 
Kyösti  2; 7  tämän  pitää  siellä tallissa  olla . 
t hi s .GEN  must  there  i n ,the .garage  be.INF 
'This  one  must  be  i n  the  garage.' 
Aksu  (workshop  notes,  Ni jmegen  1981)  cites  examples  of  t he  use  of - 50  -
theaorist  inflection  for  epistemic  possibility  in  Turkish 
language development  f rom  the  first half of  the third  year  onwards 
(ex~mp les  24).  Deontic  as  weIl as  epistemic  meanings  of  the aorist 
appear  to  be  fully  developed  around  2; 8  to  3;0 . 
(24)  2;3  dÜ$- er - i m  ben.  'I might  fall.' 
fall-AOR-!.  SG  I 
2; 8  I answering  a, quest ion  why  one  doesn' t  throw  ballsl 
ama  vur-ur  gözüne  onun . 
but hit- AOR  his..eye.DAT  his.  GEN 
'But it might  hit his eye,' 
Smoczyhska  (1981)  notes  hypothetical  r eference  in her  ~olish data 
as  earl y  as  1;9  or  even  1;7,  although,  in  t he  early  stages,  the 
only  formal  clue  to  such  meanings  is  t he  inappropriate  use  of 
past  tense  forms,  the conditional  particle by  being  omitted 
(example  25). 
(25)  IBasia at  2;6  refusing  her  friend's  invitation  t o  climb 
a  hilll 
Ja  nie  p6dje,  ja spadtam,  moja  mamusia  plakala . 
I  not  will.go  I  fell  my  Mummy  cried 
'I will  not  go.  I  would  f all and  my  Mummy  would  cry.' 
In  a  l ongitud'ina l  study  of a Greek girl from  2;6  to  4;0,  Katis 
(1983)  found  a  few  examples  of  hypothetical reference  from  3;3 
on  a nd  of  epistemically  modalized  utterances  from  3;9  on 
(examples  26). 
(26)  ama  kriv-omuna  se mia  spilja, 
i f  hide- MEDIOPASS.IMPERF.PAST.l.SG  in a  cave 
ea  me  e-vrisk-es? 
FUT.PART  me  AUGM-find.IMPERF-PAST. 2.SG 
'lf l  hid  in  a  cave ,  would  you  f ind  me?' 
< - 51  -
bori  ke  na  fov-otane . 
it.may. be  also that be.afraid-MEDIOPASS.IMPERF.PAST.3.SG 
'It may  also  be  that he  was  afraid.' 
In  spite of  an  early  example  of  an  epistemically modalized 
statement  from  Hildegard at 2;2  (you  might  break  that  ~poon and 
baby  might break  that  spoon  addressing  a  baby  and  subsequently 
her  parents),  Leopold  (1949(IV) :35)  recognizes  that  'the world 
of  possibilities is opened'  to  her  only at  2;8.  The  first 
epistemically modalized  statements  have  generally been  found  to 
occur  in  the  second  half  of  t he  third year  in English  language 
development,  about  six months  later  than  deontic meanings. 
Epistemically modalized  utterances  are at first still extremely 
rare,  however,  as  compared  to deontically modalized  ones .  Of  the 
1,766  utterance tokens  containing  a  modal  in Nina2's speech 
between  1;11  and  3;4,  only  7  express  epistemic modality  and  5  of 
these  were  found  after  2;8  (Pea  et al,  1982).  Epistemically 
modalized  utterances  become  more  frequent  only  towards  the middle 
of  the  fourth  year  or  even  later  (Cromer  1968,  1974,  Kuczaj  1977) 
Modal  verbs  used  to  express  epistemic modality  in  English child 
language  up  to  3;6  are might,  must,  may,  should,  can,  could,  and 
would  (Wells  1979,  Kuczaj  & Daly  1979,  Pea  & Mawby  1981).  None  of 
these  reached  the  criterion of  occurring at least once  in  50  per 
cent of  the Bristol  sample  by  3;6. 
Some  of  the  early  examples  of  epistemic modality  are  about 
possible  future  events  or  likely present states of affairs  (cf 
exarnples  23  above).  Others  refer to unlikely  future  events  (cf 
Hildegard' s  utterances cited above).  A  third  type  of  such 
modalized  utterances  expresses  hypotheticalreference involving 
contingent relations  between  events  (cf  ~ .X: :amples  24  to  26 - 52  -
above) .  While  Cromer  (1968,  1974)  did  not  find  any  examples  of 
hypothetical reference  in the  speech  of  i\cl'am,  Eve,  and  Sarah  up 
to  age  4; 6"  Kuczaj  (1977)  found  some  evidence  of  such  reference 
in the  speech  of  some  2- and  3-year-olds learning  English.  Us ing 
eliciting techniques  in  natural  and  experimental  situations, 
Kuczaj  & Daly  (1979)  were  able  to obtain a  number  of  formally 
unmarked  hypothetical  statements  in English  from  age  2;7  onwards 
and  explicit ones  from  2;9  onwards,  with  the  early uses  by 
children  up  to  3;1  being  more  often implicit than explicit and 
other~initiated than self-initiated.  Reference  to  isolated 
hypothetical events  occurs  prior  to reference to  a  sequence  of 
such  events.  Hypothetical reference develops  first  in the  future 
domain,  where  there is more  uncertainty  than  in the past domain 
(e.g.  If you  would  have  eated all that turkey,  your  tummy  would 
have  kersploded  from  a  child at 3;11,  p.575).  :{uczaj  &  Daly'~ 
r esults agree  with  the  finding  made  in  some  other  languages  that 
the  conditional  mood  is the  last verbal  inflection to develop, 
which  is generally  attributed  to  the  cognitive complexity  of  the 
notions  it conveys.30  More  research will  be  necessary before  one 
can  be  certain wh ether the relatively late  development  of 
hypothetical  reference  in English  as  compared  to Polish is due  to 
the structural differences between  the  two  languages,  as 
Smoczynska  (1981)  assumes. 
While  the  expression of  epistemic modality  requires  that one 
make  a  distinction between  factual  and  possible states of  affairs, 
for  hypothetical  reference it is  necessary  to  take  a  nonfactual 
situation and  its relation to  some  other  factual  or  nonfactual 
situation into consideration  simultaneously,  This  is what  makeg 
hypothetical  r.eference' in its complete  form  so difficult  (cf  also 
Bates  1976  and  j.~lsUbowiCZ  1978).31 - 53  -
6 .  Universal  aspects  of  the  development  of  modality 
Assuming  cognitive development  to  be  fundamentally  the  same  across 
cultures,  differences  in  the ontogenesis  of  languages  must  to  a 
large  extent  be  attributable  to  their  structural differences. 
Language  development  involves  a  process  of  grammaticalizat.ion  of 
linguistic devices.  In  the historical development  of  languages, 
grammaticalization has  been  observed  to  consist  in what,  in  a 
simplified  account,  could  be  called  a  process  of  condensation  and 
Coalescence starting  'from  a  free  collocation of  isolating 
lexemes  in discourse'  and  passing  to  more  and  more  tightened 
grammatical  constructions  through  syntacticization and 
morphologization  (Lehmann  1982;  cf also Givon  1979) .  Although  the 
ontogenetic process  of grammaticalization  i s  not quite parallel 
to  the historical  one,  syntacticization and  morphologization  are 
both  important factors  of  language development  in  the  child.  There 
is· evidence  from  verbal  as  well  as  nominal  grammar  that 
morphological  (synthetic)  structural devices  are  acquired earlier 
than  syntactic  (analytic)  ones.  A  comparison  of  t he  development 
of  modalized  verb  forms  in  the  early inflectional  stages of 
English  and  Greek child  language  shows  that while  the  Greek  child 
cannot,  so  to  speak,  escape  the  expression  of  inflectional 
categories as  they  are apart of  tightly  knit lexical  forms  in 
the  language  he  is  acquiring,  the  structure  of  English  make s  it 
possible  to first  concentrate  on  the  expression of  lexical  content 
and  leave  modulations  of  meaning  aSide. 32  While analytic  and 
synthetic  structural devices  are generally considered  to  be 
isofunctional  in  the  language s  of  the world,  infinitivelike verb 
forms  as  they  occur  in  t he  early inflectional ·s tage s  of  the 
development  of  languages  like English,  German,  and  French  do  not - 54  -
fulfil the modalizing  function  to  the  same  degree as,  for  example , 
the  Greek  subjunctive  or  the  Turkis h  optative .  In  addition  to 
expressing modality,  the  latter  verb  form  categories make 
distinctions of  person,  number,  and  aspect  (Greek) ,  thereby 
achieving  more  d i fferentiated  communication,  while  the  former  do 
not.  In  these  languages,  this will,  of  course,  sooner  or  later 
result in  'a pressure  towards  the development ofnew  forms  which 
are  of  a  more  function-specific  character'  (Werner  & Kaplan 
1963:60). 
As  we  have  seen,  deontic  meanings  are  expressed before 
epistemic  ones  by  children  acquiring  typologically  and  genetically 
quite different  languages.  This  must  therefore  be  ascribed  to 
cognitive  devel opment  with  the  egocentric  'will-do'  being  much  mor~ 
basic  for  the child  than  the  'will-happen'  (Pea  & Mawby  1981).  As 
far  as  the  function  of  linguistic devices  for  expressing modality 
is concerned,  these  provide  further  evidence  for  the  observation 
that  forms  are at first not  used  with their full  range  of 
functions.  Just as  past  tense  forms  in  the  early stages  of 
language  development  ser ve  aspectual mor e  than  temporal  functions, 
the  imperfective past may  in  sOme  languages  be  used  to express 
mood  prior  to  tense.  This  is  ..  especially true of  future  t ense 
forms.  Wi th  an  increas ing  di fferentiat'ion  of  temporali  ty  and 
modality  from  concrete action,  the  meaning  range  of  the old verb 
forms  will shift and  new,  more  function-specific  form  categories 
will develop.  Thus,  in Greek,  the  old  global category of  the  sub-
junctive will divide  into the  future  t ense  and  the  subjunctive 
mOod,.  and  in Turkish,  evidential  and  nonevidential  past will  be 
separated. - 55  -
The  ontogenetic order  o f  the  development of  deontic  and 
epistem.ic modality  agrees  wi th  evidence  from  creole  and  the 
history of  English,  where  epistemic  mea ni ngs  develop  from  deontic 
33  ones  (cf  Shepherd  1981:102ff).  Another  parallel  between 
ontogenetic  and historical  language  development  comes  from work 
in  Romance  languages  (Fleischman  1979)  the  results of  which 
suggest  that  'the  meanings of  futurity  may  provide  an 
intermediate  stage  in the  progression  from  deontic  to epistemic' 
modality  (Shepherd  1981:115).  While  the  future  categories  of  the 
ancient  Indo-European  languages  are described  as  'desiderative 
presents '  by  Meillet  (1 937: 215),  Humbert  (1954 :151)  recognizes 
both  a  'virtual'  and  a  'desiderative'  component  in the  ancient 
Greek  future,  the first  leading  to tense  and  the second 
approaching  mood .  This  could  be  considered  as  a  fair 
characterization of  the  category of  the  future  in child  language 
(cf also  Ferreiro  1971:238f).  In Turkish,  the  later development 
ofthe hearsay  function  of  the  evidential past as  compared  to its 
inferential function  again  seems  to retrace historical 
development  (Slobin  & Aksu  1982: 191). 
Studying  the  comprehension  of  deontic  utterances  of different 
modal  degrees  (e.g.  must  ~. may)  in  comparison  to epistemically 
modalized  ones  in English-speaking  children .between  3;0  and  6;6 
years  of  age,  Hirst  & W eil  (1982)  found  that children already 
appreciate  the  relative  strength of  epistemic  meanings  in the 
second  half  of  their third year,  while relativ e  strength is 
appreciated with  deontic  meanings  oniy  about  a  year  later.  As  the 
authors  themselves  admit,  it cannot,  however,  be  excluded  from 
consideration  that this result,  which  seems  to be  in  conflict 
with  evidence  from  production data,  has  a  nonlinguistic, - 56  -
sociological cause pertaining  to  the experimental  design  ..  In other 
respects,  Birst  & Weil's  study confirms  the  results of 
longitudinal  research.  In  accordance with Jakobson's  principle 
of maximal  contrast,  children first distinguish modals  from. 
factuals  be fore  differentiating  within the modal  field,  where 
'the general rule  seems  to be:  the greater  the difference  in  the 
strength of  the  two  types of  modal  propositions  the earlier this 
34  difference will  be  appreciated'  (p.  665). 
It may  be  that the affinities of  the  ontogenetic  and  the 
historical processes  of  grammaticalization can  be  explained  by  an 
important principle  of  cognitive  development  according  to which 
'new  forms  first express  old  functions,  and  new  functions  are 
first expressed  by  old  forms'  (Slobin  1973:184fl.  The priority 
of deontic  as  compared  to  epistemic mqdality  in the ontogenesis 
as  weIl  as  in the  his  tory of  languages  can  be  considered as 
indicating 
function of 
the primacy  of 
35  language. 
the  social  as  compared  to the epistemic 
• 
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FOOTNOTES 
1  By  referring  to  English  modals  and  similar forms  in  the other  languages 
to  be  considered  in  this  chapter as  'modal  verbs '  I  do  not  commit  m yself 
to  viewing  their grammatical  status  as  that of main  verbs  rather  than 
auxiliaries. 
2  See  Lyon s  (1977)  and  Pi.raut-Le  Bonniec  (1980:12ff)  on  alethic m odality, 
which  is concerned  with  the  truth  of  propositions  in  terms  of the  notions 
of necessity and  possibility and  their negations,  contingency  and  impos-
sibility, as  weIl  as  on  objective  (logical)  epi stemic  interpretations of 
statements.  On  the  cognitive  development  of modality  cf Osherson  &  Mark-
man  (1974/75)  and  the  references  cited  in .fn.  28 . 
3  On  the  development  of  pragmatics  in  language  acquisition  cf Dore  (1975), 
Halliday  (1975),  M.  Miller  (1976),  Ervin-Tripp  (1977),  Moerk  (1977), 
Ramge  (1977),  Dore  et al.  (1978),  Bruner  (1979),  and  Ochs  & Schieffelin 
(eds.)  (1979). 
4  Although  erotetics  are  often  subs umed  under  the  directive  or  requestive 
type  (e.g .  by  Dore  et al.  1978 ),  a  number  of arguments  have  been  ad-
vanced  which  make  it preferable  to  assign  them  to  aseparate category  (cf 
Wunderlich  1976 :167ff,  Lyons  1977: 753ff) . 
5  On  directives  in  early and  later child  language  cf Guillaume  (1927)  and 
Gregoire  (1947)  for  French,  Stern &  Stern  (1928) ,  Leopold  (1949),  Grimm 
(1975),  and  Grimm  & Schöler  (1975)  for  standard  German,  Stern  (1980)  for 
Zürichdeutsch,  a  Swiss  German  dialect,  Aksu  (1973)  and  Ervin-Tripp 
(1977:174ff)  for  Turki sh,  MacWhinney  (1974)  and  Ervin-Tripp  (ib.)  for 
Hungarian,  Smoczynska  (1980)  for  Polish,  and  Bates  (1976)  forltalian.  On 
the  development  of the  politeness  dimension  in  the comprehension  of direc-
tives  by  75  Italian children aged3;0  to  6;0 cf Bates  (1976).  On  Engli sh 
cf § 'l  below. 
6  On  Bulgarian  cf Gheorgov  (1908),  on  Russian  Gvozdev  (1949),  Bogoyavlenskiy 
(1957),  El'konin  (1958),  Sl obin  (1966),  on  Finnish  Toivainen  (1961,  1980), 
Bowerman  (1973) ,  on  Turkish  Aksu  (1978),  on  Hebrew  Berman  (1 981) ,  on  Ger-
man  Stern  & Stern  (1928),  Leopold  (1949),  on  Dutch  Schaerlaekens  (1977), 
on  French  Guillaume  (1927),  Gr.goire  (1947),  on  Portuguese  Stoel-Gammon 
(1976). 
7  For  the  functional  differentiation  of  intonation  in  early child  language 
cf Gr.goire  (1947:203),  Leopold  (1949(IlI):8),  Dore  (1975),  Hal1iday  (1975), 
van  der  Geest  (1975),  M.  Miller  (1976),  and  Bates  (1976 ). 
8  On  Engl ish cf § 4.  below. 
9 Cf  Decroly  & Degand  (1913),  Bloch  (1924),  and  Gregoire  (1947)  for  French , 
Gili  y  Gaya  (1972)  and  Jacobson .(1981)  for  Spanish,  Aksu  (1978:52)  for 
Turkish,  Varma  (1979)  for  Hindi,  Berman  &  Dromi  (1981)  for  Hebrew,  Stern 
& Stern  (1928)  for  German ,  Szagun  (1976,  1978,  1979)  for  English  and  Ger-
man.  On  the  comprehension  of the  past  vs.  the  future  tense  in  the acquisi-
tion  of  English cf Her riot  (1969)  and  Harner  (1976). 
10SmoCzynSka  (1981)  notes  the  early appearance  of  the  future  tense  auxili-
ary  bqdzie  in  Polish. 
lIAs  the  use  of the  conditional  mood  is  untypical  of speech  among  adults  at 
least  as  far  as  questions are  concerned,  we  have  here  an  interesting  ca se 
of child-directed  speech  being  more  complex  than  adult-directed  speech. 
12For  examples  of epistemic  modal ity cf § 5.  below. - 5 8  -
13Thi S unmarked  form  of the  verb  is  homonymous  with  the  singular  imperative 
in  Modern  Finnish  (Ulrich  Groenke,  pers.  comm.).  Examples  5  are again 
taken  from  Toi vainen  (1980 ). 
14Nondeontic  uses  of  the' aorist as  weIl  as  the  past  suffix  -mi~ developing 
later than  the  past  in  -Qi will  be  treated  in  §5.  below. 
15As  only one  plural  imperative  form  occurs  in  a  transcript of  period  III 
only  singular  imperative  forms  will  be  considered. 
161n  a  cross-sectional  study of 36  video-taped  2-,  3-,  and  4-year-old  Ameri-
can  children,  however,  Bates  (1971)  found  'no  developmental  differences  in 
the  frequency  of declarative,  imperative,  or  interrogative intentions' 
(Bates  1976:50).  . 
17There  is a  sl~ght tendency  for  the  interdependence  of aktionsart and  gram-
matical ' aspect  to  become  less  strong  in  the  course  of the  development  from 
period  I  to  period  111,  especially in  the  case of dynamic  verbs  (cf 
Stephany  in  prep.). 
18The  children's ages  in  stage  I  are 1;6  to  1;8  (Eve),  2;3  to  2;5  (Adam), 
2;3  to  2;7  (Sarah)  and  in  stage  III  1;10  to  2;1  (Eve),  2;11  to  3;0  (Adam) , 
3;0  to  3;5  (Sarah). 
19As  Brown's  (1973)  selection of modals  was  restricted  by  his criterion of 
acquisition,  he  'could  only  select  forms  for  which  it was  possible to  iden-
tify contexts in  which  the  fonn  is obligatory'  (p.12) .  For  this  reason  he 
excluded  modal  au xiliaries like can  and  must  and  forms  like  wann~ and 
~onna  from  his  study. 
20 --
Unfortunately,  the  authors  do  not  s~ggest interpretations  for  these  utter-
ances. 
21 0n  the  use  of gestures  associated  with  directives  in  early child  language 
cf  Read  & Cherry  (1978)  and  Wilkinson  &  Rembold  (1981 )·and  on  the  relation-
ship  between  verbal  and  nonverbal  communication  in mothers'  directives 
Shatz  (1982)  and  Schaffer et al.  (1983). 
22Reeder  (1981)  found  that  reliable differential  discrimination of requests 
from  enquiries was  mastered  by  3;6. 
230n  the  interpretation  of  interrogative  requests  by  small  children  cf 
Shatz  (1974,  1978),  Ervin-Tripp  (1977),  and  Reeder  (1981),  on  the  inter-
pretation of  hints  Ackerman  (1978),  and  on  the  structure of maternal  direc-
tives  Tollefson  (1976),  Bellinger  (1979),  and  Schneiderman  (1983). 
24The  apparent  pa~adox of the  past  tense  being  formally marked  prior  to  the 
future  in  English  and  German,  while  at  first  the  future  verb  tense  is the 
better  understood  form  (lovell  & Oixon  1967;  Herriot 1969,  Harner  1976)  is 
an  artifact of  the  structure of English  and  German,  in  which,  contrary to 
tense  and  aspect; mood  is  not  marked  in  the main  verb  (except  for  the  im-
'perative  in  German)  but  signall~d by  auxiliaries.  Where  t here  are  differen-
ces  in  understanding  the  reference  to  past and  future  in  later .language 
development,  the  future  verb  forms  were  found  to  be  more  poorly under-
stood,  with  the  exception  of  hypotheticals  (Herriot  1969,  Cromer  1971, 
Harner  1976,  1980,  Kuczaj  & Oaly  1979).  Although  Harner  (1982)  found  this 
to  be  limited  to  the  remote  future  in  children  between  3 and  5;11,  it can-
not  be  excluded  that  her  results  were  favoured  by  her  experimental  design. 
25 pea  &  Mawby  (1981)  classify volition as  belonging  to  the  semantic domain 
of epistemic  modal ity. 
26pea  et al.  (1982)  consider  intentions  and  predictions  as  representing  the 
null  degree  of dynamic  and  epistemic  modality,  respectively.  . 
.' '. i} - 5 9  -
27Ninal  is  reported  to  have  made  a  similar distinction  between ~  and  could, 
referring  to  her  own  ability and  to  the  ability of others,' respectively.  11-
locutionary  force  should  be  taken  into consideration  here,  however.  The  use 
of could  to  refer to  the  ability of others may  follow  from ·the  common  way 
of making  directives more  polite  by  employing  the  past  form  of can  in  stan-
dard  as  weIl  as  in  child  American  English.  Some  of Nina's  examples  of could 
cited  by  Shepherd  (1981 :93f)  are  conditional.  ---
280n1y  at  7 or 8  years,  do  children  begin  to  have  some  idea  of undecidability, 
and  'the  capacity to .reason  on  the  basis  of  hypotheses'  (alethic modal ity) 
is  not  acquired  until  11  to  12  years  of age  (Pieraut-Le  Bonniec  1980:76;  cf 
also  Berthoud  &  Sinclair 1978).  . 
29complementation  verbs  expressing  volition are  acquired  betore  epistemic  verbs 
like  know  and  think  in  English  (cf  Bloom  1981:168).  This  confirms  the  de-
velopmental  prTOrity  of deontic  as  compared  to  epistemic  modality. 
300n  Finnish  cf above,  on  Russian  Bogoyavlenskiy  (1957(1973 ~ 290))  and  Slobin 
(1966),  on  Hungarian  MacWhinney  (1976 :404),  and  on  Italian  Bates  (1976). 
31 0n  the  development  of conditional  sentences  cf Bates .(1974,  1976),  Berthoud 
& Sinclair (1978),  Jakubowi cz  (1976,  1978) ,  Chapman  (1979),  Smoczynska 
(1981),  McCabe  et al.  (1983),  and  the  references  cited  in  Kuczaj  &  Dal y 
(1979). 
32Another  factor  determining acquisition  is  salience  (cf Gleitman &  Wanner 
1982).  For  nominal  grammar  cf Slobin.'s  (1973)  comparison  of case  marking  in 
·Hungarian  and  Serbo-Croatian. 
330n  the  history of English  modals  cf Goossens  (1981). 
340n  different degrees  of modality  in  English  language  development  cf also 
Shepherd  (l981)  and  Pea  et al.  (1982). 
35For  a  different  view  on  the  relative  roles  of  the  communicative.and  the 
epi st  e~c function  in  the  phylogenetic  development  of language  cf Bicker-
ton  (1981) . . - 60  -
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